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Executive summary
Introduction
The Australian and NSW governments are funding a 10 year, $3.6 billion road
investment program for western Sydney. The Western Sydney Infrastructure Plan will
deliver new and upgraded roads to support integrated transport in the region and
capitalise on the economic benefits from developing the proposed western Sydney
airport at Badgerys Creek.
As part of the plan, Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime) is proposing
to build a new M12 Motorway which will provide direct access to a western Sydney
airport at Badgerys Creek and connect to Sydney’s motorway network.
The proposal is for an east-west motorway about 14 kilometres long between the
M7 Motorway and The Northern Road. This will provide increased road capacity in
the Western Sydney Priority Growth Area (WSPGA) and reduce existing and
predicted congestion and travel times. It would also improve the movement of freight
in and through western Sydney.
Roads and Maritime has engaged Aurecon Australasia Pty Ltd to carry out a
strategic route options analysis for the M12 Motorway between the M7 Motorway,
Cecil Park and The Northern Road, Luddenham (the project). This report identifies
the shortlist route options for the M12 Motorway and describes the process that was
used to generate the shortlist.

The study area
The project is required to provide access to the western Sydney airport site at
Badgerys Creek so the study area has been developed around Elizabeth Drive. The
study area is bounded to the north by the WSPGA and the suburbs of Kemps Creek,
Mt Vernon and Cecil Park. To the south the study area is bounded by the proposed
western Sydney airport at Badgerys Creek, the WSPGA and Western Sydney
Parklands.

Identification of long list route options
To help identify potential route options, desktop investigations of the study area were
carried out to identify potential environmental and engineering opportunities and
constraints. These constraints were mapped and included vegetation communities,
heritage sites, land use and proposed developments, soil and water quality, flooding
behaviour, geotechnical aspects and utility infrastructure.
The Quantm software package identified a long list of feasible route options based on
a combination of road design standards, terrain, geological, and hydrological data,
and took into consideration environmental features, property ownership, and costs.
A long list of 15 route options were identified using this process which were then
assessed against environmental and technical constraints. The assessment is
detailed in the Options Identification Report (refer to Appendix A). A value
management workshop was then held to evaluate the route options with key
stakeholders. The workshop identified further work be undertaken to derive the
shortlisted route options. As a result of this additional work, eight route options were
shortlisted for further assessment.
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Shortlisted route options
The eight shortlisted route options are shown in Figure ES-1. Each route option
consists of a corridor 300 metres wide.

Display of this report
This report is on display and Roads and Maritime is inviting comment until Friday 11
March 2016. You can view the documents in the following ways:

Internet
The documents will be available as pdf files on the Roads and Maritime Services
website at website address:
http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/projects/sydney-west/m12-motorway/index.html.

Display
The review documents can be viewed at the following community information
sessions:
•

Wednesday 24 February, 5-8pm
Holy Family Primary School
Lot 32, Willowdene Ave, Luddenham

•

Saturday 27 February, 10am-1pm
Kemps Creek Public School
100 Cross Street, Kemps Creek

•

Wednesday 2 March, 3-6pm
Kemps Creek Public School
100 Cross Street, Kemps Creek

•

Saturday 5 March, 10am-1pm
Holy Family Primary School
Lot 32, Willowdene Ave, Luddenham

How can I make a submission?
To make a submission on the proposal, please send your written comments to:
Email: wsip@rms.nsw.gov.au
Mail: M12 Motorway
Roads and Maritime Services
PO Box 973 Parramatta NSW 2124
Submissions must be received by Friday 11 March 2016.
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Figure ES-1: Shortlisted route options
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Privacy information
All information included in submissions is collected for the sole purpose of assisting
in the assessment of the options. The information may be used during the project
development process by relevant Roads and Maritime Services staff and its
contractors.
Where the respondent indicates at the time of supply of information that their
submission should be kept confidential, Roads and Maritime Services will attempt to
keep it confidential. However there may be legislative or legal justification for the
release of the information, for example under the Government Information (Public
Access) Act 2009 or under subpoena or statutory instrument.
The supply of this information is voluntary. Each respondent has free access at all
times to the information provided by that respondent but not to any identifying
information provided by other respondents if a respondent has indicated that the
representation should be kept confidential.
Any respondent may make a correction to the information they have provided by
writing to the same address the submission was sent.
The information will be held by the Roads and Maritime at address of relevant Roads
and Maritime Services office.

What happens next?
The shortlisted route options are on display until Friday 11 March 2016 to obtain
community feedback on the shortlisted route options for the M12 Motorway.
Roads and Maritime will carry out additional investigations and consider a variety of
community, environmental, social, economic and engineering criteria for the
shortlisted route options. The investigations will be considered in conjunction with the
community feedback and preliminary costing. A value management workshop will be
held to obtain stakeholder input into the relative benefits of each route option.
Roads and Maritime will then select a preferred route taking into consideration
community feedback and the results of the further investigations. The preferred route
will then be refined in the concept design and detailed design stages and be subject
to a comprehensive environmental impact assessment under Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act 1979 before it can be built.
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Introduction

1.1

Project background

Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime) has engaged Aurecon
Australasia Pty Ltd to carry out a strategic route options analysis for the
M12 Motorway between the M7 Motorway, Cecil Park and The Northern Road,
Luddenham (the project).

1.1.1

Western Sydney Infrastructure Plan

The M12 Motorway forms part of the Western Sydney Infrastructure Plan (WSIP).
The WSIP is a joint initiative of the Australian and NSW governments to fund a
$3.6 billion road investment program for western Sydney. The WSIP will:
•
Deliver major road infrastructure upgrades to support an integrated transport
solution for the western Sydney region. Road upgrades will improve
connections within western Sydney and benefit the region’s growing
population, by reducing travel times
•

•

Support and capitalise on the economic benefits of developing the proposed
western Sydney airport at Badgerys Creek. The airport will be transformational
for western Sydney and be a catalyst for investment, growth and job creation
for decades to come. It will need to be supported by a quality surface transport
network to ensure the efficient movement of people and freight
Improve road transport capacity ahead of future traffic demand generated by
planned residential and employment development in the Western Sydney
Priority Growth Area (WSPGA) (formerly Broader Western Sydney Employment
Area and part of the South West Growth Centre) and the South West Priority
Land Release Area (formerly South West Growth Centre).

There are five main projects included in the WSIP. These are split into 10 stages
ranging from early development to construction. The projects include the construction
of new roads and significant upgrade of other roads, as follows:
•
M12 Motorway between the M7 Motorway and The Northern Road generally
along Elizabeth Drive alignment (the subject of this study)
•
The Northern Road upgrade between Narellan and Penrith (4 stages)
•
Bringelly Road upgrade between The Northern Road and Camden Valley Way
(2 stages)
•
•

1.2

Werrington Arterial Road Stage 1
Additional local road upgrades near the proposed western Sydney airport at
Badgerys Creek, to be proposed and managed by local councils.

Need for the project

The M12 Motorway is required to support the opening of the proposed western
Sydney airport at Badgerys Creek by connecting Sydney’s motorway network to the
airport. The M12 Motorway will be a four lane (facilitating a future six lane) motorway
between the M7 Motorway and The Northern Road.
The Australian Government announced the site of the western Sydney airport in
2014. The environmental impact statement for the western Sydney airport has been
prepared, and was placed on public display at the end of 2015. If the project is
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approved, construction is expected to begin in 2016, becoming operational in the mid
2020s.
The M12 Motorway is also required to cater for the increased traffic volumes from
future development in areas surrounding the proposed western Sydney airport, which
are to be further developed into the Western Sydney Priority Growth Area. Other
planned road upgrades in western Sydney would also cater for increased traffic
volumes from these future developments.

1.3

Study area

The project is required to provide access to the western Sydney airport at Badgerys
Creek, with the airport layout facilitating access from the north and Elizabeth Drive.
As such, the study area for the project has been developed around Elizabeth Drive,
connecting to The Northern Road and the rest of Sydney through the M7 Motorway
(refer to Figure 1-1).
Elizabeth Drive is bounded to the north by the WSPGA and the suburbs of Mount
Vernon and Cecil Park, and, to the south, by the proposed western Sydney airport at
Badgerys Creek, the WSPGA, the suburbs of Kemps Creek and Badgerys Creek and
the Western Sydney Parklands.
The topography in and around the study area is rolling hills and small valleys
between generally north–south ridge lines. In the east and west of the study area,
topography is gently undulating, flattening out in the middle of the study area, where
it passes through the floodplains associated with Cosgrove Creek, Oaky Creek,
Badgerys Creek, South Creek and Kemps Creek. There are also numerous farm
dams in the area.
The study area is predominantly semi-rural and includes residential, agricultural,
recreational, commercial and industrial land uses.
The main population centres are the suburbs of Kemps Creek, Mount Vernon and
Horsley Park.
Agricultural land uses include poultry farming, farms producing tomatoes and
cucumbers, commercial operations producing Christmas trees and Andreasens
Green Wholesale Nurseries.
Recreational and community facilities include educational facilities such as schools
and social facilities such as the Kemps Creek Sporting and Bowling Club, the
Western Sydney Parklands (including the Wylde Mountain Bike Trail), Kemps Creek
Nature Reserve and the Sydney International Shooting Centre.
Commercial uses are mainly associated with the Kemps Creek village including
service stations, food stores and hardware/ maintenance shops.
Industrial uses include the Elizabeth Drive landfill and quarry sites.
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Figure 1-1 M12 Motorway study area
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1.4

Project objectives

1.4.1

Western Sydney Infrastructure Program objectives

The M12 Motorway project is part of the WSIP. The WSIP objectives are:
•
Development and demand – Support the western Sydney airport, land use
change and residential growth; balancing functional, social, environmental and
value for money considerations
•
Connectivity to airport – Provide a resilient connection for freight and people to
the proposed western Sydney Airport
•
Integrated network – Provide road improvements to support and integrate with
the broader transport network
•

1.4.2

Customer focus – Provide meaningful engagement with customers and
stakeholders throughout the program life.

M12 Strategic Route Options Analysis project objectives

Roads and Maritime has set project-specific objectives for the M12 Motorway. These
project objectives provide goals and assessment measures for achieving project
justification and fitness-for-purpose and to guide the success of the completed
project. These objectives are:
•
Provide direct motorway standard east–west connection between the Westlink
M7 and The Northern Road via the proposed western Sydney airport, allowing
for future north–south connections
•
•
•
•

1.5

Support the provision of an integrated regional and local public transport
system
Preserve the local access function of the existing Elizabeth Drive
Provide active transport within the east–west corridor
Provide for future connection to the Outer Sydney Orbital.

Purpose and structure of the report

The purpose of this report is to describe the shortlisted route options presented to the
community for engagement and for further ongoing analysis, investigation and
refinement.
In particular, this report details:
•
•
•
•

The process undertaken to identify the long list route options
The long list of route options
The process for shortlisting the route options
The shortlisted route options.
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2

Project constraints

2.1

Introduction

This chapter provides a summary of environmental constraints in the study area.
These constraints are being considered in the development of the project. These
constraints have been identified through desktop assessments comprising of
literature reviews and database searches. Further information on the constraints
within the study area is provided in Appendix A (Options Identification Report).

2.2

Biodiversity

2.2.1

Overview

The study area is in the Cumberland Plain, which is an area of fertile soils west of the
Sydney central business district. Most remnant native vegetation in this region is a
fragmented fraction of what was originally present due to historical clearing; for
agriculture and urban development. The majority of the remnant native vegetation in
the study area is classified as threatened due to these previous impacts. As such, the
study area contains threatened vegetation communities and species listed under the
Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
(EPBC Act) or the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (TSC Act).
Some regional-scale planning in the study area has already occurred for the former
South West Growth Centre and the former Broader Western Sydney Employment
Area (now the Western Sydney Priority Growth Area). Under the SEPP (Sydney
Region Growth Centres) 2006 1, a certification was given to areas of land that have
been certified for vegetation removal due to development or activities in the area
under both Commonwealth and NSW legislation. This land is known as certified
lands. Land that is not included in this area (ie non-certified lands) may be cleared of
native vegetation for key infrastructure subject to addition approval, however impacts
should be avoided where possible. In addition to retaining vegetation in the noncertified lands, ecological offsets from the Western Sydney Priority Growth Area are
being sought outside the growth centre precincts in ‘priority conservation lands’.
These are key areas of larger and/or better connected native vegetation which are
considered by the Office of Environment and Heritage as priority areas to conserve
ecological values, and where greater conservation effort is being directed.

2.2.2

Biodiversity features

The key biodiversity features in the study area relate to remnant vegetation and
habitat, threatened vegetation and species and are shown in Figure 2-1. They
include:
•
Seven vegetation communities are found in the study area in varying condition:
−

Castlereagh Scribbly Gum Woodland – this occurs in and around Bill
Anderson Park, Kemps Creek

−

Castlereagh Swamp Woodland – there is a small amount in the Kemps
Creek area, primarily in the Kemps Creek Nature Reserve

1

The State Environmental Planning Policy (SEPP) (Sydney Region Growth Centres) 2006 is
still applicable to the Western Sydney Priority Growth Area.
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−
−

−
−
−

Cooks River / Castlereagh Ironbark Forest – there is a relatively large
area south of Elizabeth Drive, next to Bill Anderson Park
Cumberland Plain Woodland – this occurs across the study area, with
concentrations and larger fragments between Kemps Creek and the
eastern extent of the study area
Moist Shale Woodland – this occurs to the east of the study area in the
Western Sydney Parklands
River-flat Eucalypt Forest – this is located along the creek lines that
intersect the study area, particularly South, Kemps and Badgerys creeks
Castlereagh Shale Gravel Transition Forest – this occurs in and around
Kemps Creek, including in the Kemps Creek Nature Reserve.

A number of these vegetation communities are associated with threatened ecological
communities. These are:
•
Six threatened ecological communities on the NSW Threatened Species
Conservation Act 1995 (TSC Act) listed as either vulnerable (VEC),
endangered (EEC) or critically endangered (CEEC):
−

•

Castlereagh Scribbly Gum Woodland in the Sydney Basin Bioregion
(VEC)
−
Cooks River / Castlereagh Ironbark Forest in the Sydney Basin Bioregion
(EEC)
−
Cumberland Plain Woodland in the Sydney Basin Bioregion (CEEC)
−
Moist Shale Woodland in the Sydney Basin Bioregion (EEC)
−
River-flat Eucalypt Forest on the Coastal Floodplains of the NSW North
Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner Bioregions (EEC)
−
Shale Gravel Transition Forest in the Sydney Basin Bioregion (CEEC).
Three vegetation communities with the potential to be listed as critically
endangered under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act 1999 (EPBC Act):
−
−
−

Cooks River / Castlereagh Ironbark Forest in the Sydney Basin Bioregion
Cumberland Plain Shale Woodlands and Shale-Gravel Transition Forest
Western Sydney Dry Rainforest and Moist Woodland on Shale.

Threatened species
The study area includes 30 threatened fauna species which have either been
recorded or are known to occur. Threatened fauna species of concern are:
•
Varied Sittella (vulnerable – TSC Act) – there is one record in the north of the
study area to the east of The Northern Road, one along Elizabeth Drive, three
to the west of Kemps Creek Nature Reserve and two along the M7 Motorway at
the Elizabeth Drive interchange
•
Microbats (Mormopterus norfolkensis and Scoteanax ruepellii) (both vulnerable
– TSC Act) – there are eight records within the study area, mainly occurring in
and around the Western Sydney Parklands
•
Cumberland Plain Land Snail (endangered – TSC Act)– there are 49 records
within the study area, mainly occurring within Cumberland Plain Woodland
associated with Kemps Creek Nature Reserve and the Western Sydney
Parklands, as well as within the Cooks River Castlereagh Ironbark Forest south
of Elizabeth Drive next to Bill Anderson Park
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Figure 2-1 Biodiversity features
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•

Grey-headed Flying-fox (vulnerable in TSC Act and EPBC Act) – there is one
record at Kemps Creek Nature Reserve.

This is a broad-ranging species that could occur across the study area, most likely in
the more vegetated eastern half.
The study area includes 11 threatened flora species which have either been recorded
in or are known to occur (Atlas of NSW Wildlife database, 2014). Of these, the
threatened flora species likely to occur are:
•
Dillwynia tenuifolia – there is a TSC Act listed endangered population (Kemps
Creek) occurring mainly in Cooks River Castlereagh Ironbark Forest (EEC)
south of Elizabeth Drive next to Bill Anderson Park (bounded by Western Road,
Elizabeth Drive, Devonshire Road and Cross Street)
•
Acacia pubescens – there are seven records within the study area, all near
Kemps Creek Public School and Bill Anderson Park
•
Grevillea juniperina subsp. juniperina – there is one record near Bill Anderson
Park
•
Grevillea parviflora subsp. parviflora – there are 12 records concentrated at
Kemps Creek in Cooks River Castlereagh Ironbark Forest (EEC) south of
Elizabeth Drive in the vicinity of Bill Anderson Park
•
Persoonia nutans – there are eight records, mainly near Kemps Creek and one
along South Creek to the north of Elizabeth Drive
•
Pimelea spicata – there are two records near the Luddenham Road / Elizabeth
Drive intersection and near the end of Brolen Way
•
Pultenaea parviflora – there are 15 records concentrated around Kemps Creek
in the Cooks River Castlereagh Ironbark Forest (EEC), mainly south of
Elizabeth Drive in the vicinity of Bill Anderson Park, and one record on
Elizabeth Drive towards the western end of the study area.
An assessment of likelihood of occurrence was made for all 41 threatened species.
There are a number of other threatened species that have the potential to occur in
the study area. This assessment was based on database records, suitable habitat in
the study area and professional judgement. Those species with a likelihood of
occurrence in the study area are detailed in Table 2-1.
Four terms for the likelihood of occurrence of species are used in this report:
•
Known – the species was or has been observed on the site
•
•

•

Likely – there is a medium to high probability that a species uses the site
Potential – there is suitable habitat for a species occurs on the site, but
insufficient information to categorise the species as likely to occur, or unlikely to
occur
Unlikely – there is a very low to low probability that a species uses the site.
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Table 2-1 Threatened species with a likelihood of occurrence in the study area
Common name

TSC
Act

EPBC
Act

Anthochaera
phrygia

Regent Honeyeater

E4A

E

Eucalypt woodland and open forest, wooded farmland and urban
areas with mature eucalypts, and riparian forests of Casuarina
cunninghamiana (River Oak).

Potential

Apus pacificus

Fork-tailed Swift

P

C,J,K,
Mar

Riparian woodland, swamps, low scrub, heathland, saltmarsh,
grassland, Spinifex sandplains, open farmland and inland and
coastal sand-dunes.

Potential

Ardea ibis

Cattle Egret

P

C,J,
Mar

Grassland, wooded land and terrestrial wetland.

Known

Callocephalon
fimbriatum

Gang-gang Cockatoo

V

Tall mountain forests and woodland in summer; in winter, may occur
at lower altitudes in open eucalypt forests and woodland, and urban
areas.

Potential

Chthonicola
sagittata

Speckled Warbler

V

Eucalyptus-dominated communities with a grassy understorey and
sparse shrub layer, often on rocky ridges or in gullies.

Likely

Daphoenositta
chrysoptera

Varied Sittella

V

Inhabits eucalypt forests and woodland, mallee and Acacia
woodland.

Known

Dasyurus
maculatus

Spotted-tailed Quoll

V

Rainforest, open forest, woodland, coastal heath and inland riparian
forest, from the sub-alpine zone to the coastline.

Unlikely

Ephippiorhynchus
asiaticus

Black-necked Stork

E1

In NSW, floodplain wetlands of the major coastal rivers are key
habitat. Also minor floodplains, coastal sandplain wetlands and
estuaries.

Unlikely

Falco subniger

Black Falcon

V

Woodland, shrubland and grassland, especially riparian woodland
and agricultural land. Often associated with streams or wetlands.

Unlikely

Falsistrellus
tasmaniensis

Eastern False Pipistrelle

V

Tall (higher than 20 m), moist habitats.

Potential

Gallinago
hardwickii

Latham's Snipe

P

Freshwater, saline or brackish wetlands up to 2000 m above sealevel; usually freshwater swamps, flooded grassland or heathland.

Potential

Scientific name

Habitat

Likelihood of
occurrence

Fauna
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Scientific name

Common name

TSC
Act

Glossopsitta
pusilla

Little Lorikeet

V

Haliaeetus
leucogaster

White-bellied Sea-Eagle

P

Hieraaetus
morphnoides

Little Eagle

V

Lathamus discolor

Swift Parrot

E1

Limosa limosa

Black-tailed Godwit

Litoria aurea

EPBC
Act

Habitat

Likelihood of
occurrence

Dry, open eucalypt forest and woodland, including remnant
woodland patches and roadside vegetation.

Likely

Freshwater swamps, rivers, lakes, reservoirs, billabongs, saltmarsh
and sewage ponds and coastal waters. Terrestrial habitats include
coastal dunes, tidal flats, grassland, heathland, woodland, forest
and urban areas.

Likely

Open eucalypt forest, woodland or open woodland, including sheoak
or Acacia woodland and riparian woodland of interior NSW.

Known

E

Box-ironbark forest and woodland.

Known

V

C,J,K

Usually sheltered bays, estuaries and lagoons with large intertidal
mudflats and/or sandflats.
Further inland, it can also be found around muddy lakes and
swamps.

Potential

Green and Golden Bell Frog

E1

V

Marshes, dams and stream-sides, particularly those containing
Typha spp. (bullrushes) or Eleocharis spp. (spikerushes). Some
populations occur in highly disturbed areas.

Potential

Melanodryas
cucullata cucullata

Hooded Robin (south-eastern form)

V

Open eucalypt woodland, acacia scrub and mallee, often in or near
clearings or open areas.

Unlikely

Meridolum
corneovirens

Cumberland Plain Land Snail

E1

Primarily inhabits Cumberland Plain Woodland. Also known in Shale
Gravel Transition Forests, Castlereagh Swamp Woodland and the
margins of River-flat Eucalypt Forest.

Known

Merops ornatus

Rainbow Bee-eater

P

Open forests and woodland, shrublands, farmland, areas of human
habitation, inland and coastal sand dune systems, heathland,
sedgeland, vine forest and vine thicket.

Likely

Miniopterus
schreibersii
oceanensis

Eastern Bentwing-bat

V

Rainforest, wet and dry sclerophyll forest, monsoon forest, open
woodland, paperbark forests and open grassland.

Likely

Mormopterus
norfolkensis

Eastern Freetail-bat

V

Dry sclerophyll forest, woodland, swamp forests and mangrove
forests east of the Great Dividing Range.

Known
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Scientific name

Common name

TSC
Act

EPBC
Act

Myotis macropus

Southern Myotis

V

Foraging habitat is water bodies (including streams, or lakes or
reservoirs) and fringing areas of vegetation in 20 m.

Likely

Petroica
phoenicea

Flame Robin

V

Breeds in upland tall moist eucalypt forests and woodland. In winter
uses dry forests, open woodland, heathland, pastures and native
grasslands. Occasionally occurs in temperate rainforest, herbfields,
heathland, shrublands and sedgelands at high altitudes.

Likely

Phascolarctos
cinereus

Koala

V

V

Eucalypt woodland and forests.

Potential

Plegadis
falcinellus

Glossy Ibis

P

C

Edges of lakes and rivers, lagoons, flood-plains, wet meadows,
swamps, reservoirs, sewage ponds, rice-fields and cultivated areas
under irrigation. Occasionally estuaries, deltas, saltmarshes and
coastal lagoons.

Likely

Pteropus
poliocephalus

Grey-headed Flying-fox

V

V

Subtropical and temperate rainforest, tall sclerophyll forest and
woodland, heathland and swamp as well as urban gardens and
cultivated fruit crops.

Known

Scoteanax
rueppellii

Greater Broad-nosed Bat

V

Woodland, moist and dry eucalypt forest and rainforest.

Known

Stagonopleura
guttata

Diamond Firetail

V

Grassy eucalypt woodland, open forest, mallee, Natural Temperate
Grassland, secondary derived grassland, riparian areas and lightly
wooded farmland.

Likely

Tringa nebularia

Common Greenshank

P

C,J,K

Terrestrial wetlands (swamps, lakes, dams, rivers, creeks,
billabongs, waterholes and inundated floodplains, claypans, saltflats,
sewage farms and saltworks dams, inundated rice crops and bores)
and sheltered coastal habitats (mudflats, saltmarsh, mangroves,
embayments, harbours, river estuaries, deltas, lagoons, tidal pools,
rock-flats and rock platforms).

Potential

Downy Wattle

V

V

Open woodland and forest, including Cooks River/Castlereagh
Ironbark Forest, Shale/Gravel Transition Forest and Cumberland
Plain Woodland. Occurs on alluviums, shales and at the intergrade

Known

Habitat

Likelihood of
occurrence

Flora
Acacia pubescens
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Scientific name

Common name

TSC
Act

EPBC
Act

Habitat

Likelihood of
occurrence

between shales and sandstones.
Cynanchum
elegans

White-flowered Wax Plant

E1

Dillwynia tenuifolia

Dillwynia tenuifolia, Kemps Creek

Dillwynia tenuifolia

Dry rainforest; littoral rainforest; Leptospermum laevigatum-Banksia
integrifolia subsp. integrifolia (Coastal Tea-tree– Coastal Banksia)
coastal scrub; Eucalyptus tereticornis (Forest Red Gum) or
Corymbia maculata (Spotted Gum) open forest and woodland; and
Melaleuca armillaris (Bracelet Honeymyrtle) scrub.

Potential

E2,V

Transition from Castlereagh Ironbark Forest to Castlereagh Scribbly
Gum Woodland.

Known

V

Scrubby/dry heath areas in Castlereagh Ironbark Forest and Shale
Gravel Transition Forest, transitional areas where these
communities adjoin Castlereagh Scribbly Gum Woodland, and
disturbed escarpment woodland on Narrabeen sandstone.

Known

Occurs in open forest. Requires a combination of deep alluvial
sands and a flooding regime.

Unlikely

Cumberland Plain Woodland, Castlereagh Ironbark Woodland,
Castlereagh Scribbly Gum Woodland and Shale/Gravel Transition
Forest, on reddish clay to sandy soils derived from Wianamatta
Shale and Tertiary alluvium.

Known

Heath and shrubby woodland to open forest on sandy or light clay
soils usually over thin shales.

Known

Vine thickets and open shale woodland.

Potential

Northern populations: sclerophyll forest and woodland (Agnes
Banks Woodland, Castlereagh Scribbly Gum Woodland and Cooks
River / Castlereagh Ironbark Forest) on aeolian and alluvial
sediments. Southern populations: tertiary alluvium, shale sandstone
transition communities and Cooks River / Castlereagh Ironbark

Known

Eucalyptus
benthamii

Camden White Gum

V

Grevillea
juniperina subsp.
juniperina

Juniper-leaved Grevillea

V

Grevillea
parviflora subsp.
parviflora

Small-flower Grevillea

V

Marsdenia
viridiflora subsp.
viridiflora

Marsdenia viridiflora R. Br. subsp.
viridiflora population in the Bankstown,
Blacktown, Camden, Campbelltown,
Fairfield, Holroyd, Liverpool and
Penrith local government areas

E2

Persoonia nutans

Nodding Geebung

E1
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Scientific name

Common name

TSC
Act

EPBC
Act

Habitat

Likelihood of
occurrence

Forest.
Pimelea spicata

Spiked Rice-flower

Pultenaea
parviflora
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E

Well-structured clay soils. Eucalyptus moluccana (Grey Box)
communities and in areas of ironbark on the Cumberland Plain.
Coast Banksia open woodland or coastal grassland in the Illawarra.

Known

E1

V

Dry sclerophyll forest, especially Castlereagh Ironbark Forest, Shale
Gravel Transition Forest and transitional areas where these
communities adjoin Castlereagh Scribbly Gum Woodland.

Known

13

Conservation areas
The WSPGA and South West Priority Land Release Area (SWPLRA) south of
Elizabeth Drive includes around 849 hectares of habitat identified for conservation
and vegetation retention in the bio-certification order for the State Environmental
Planning Policy (SEPP) (Sydney Region Growth Centres) 2006. This area includes
162 hectares of extant native vegetation (ENV) on non-certified land.
Kemps Creek Nature Reserve is in the south of the study area, next to the Western
Sydney Parklands.
The study area also includes four areas, covering around 375 hectares, identified as
a ‘priority for conservation’ as part of the Cumberland Plain Recovery Plan. One of
these areas includes Kemps Creek Nature Reserve. However, the majority of the
areas include a mix of tenure (both public and privately owned), including parts of the
Western Sydney Parklands. These lands are identified as core biodiversity areas and
priorities for investment to be secured for biodiversity conservation and protection as
an offset to impacts in the Cumberland Plain.
There are also a number of regional habitat corridors, mostly associated with the
riparian areas of the rivers and creeks that cross the area. These habitat corridors
include South Creek, Badgerys Creek, Oaky Creek and Cosgroves Creek. These
corridors form a series of habitat linkages between priority conservation lands
(identified as areas of core biodiversity) across the region. Many of the corridors
include threatened vegetation and potential fish habitat.
Western Sydney Parklands
The Western Sydney Parklands are located at the eastern end of the study area. The
parklands were originally identified in the 1968 Sydney Region Outline Plan to
provide for infrastructure and future regional open space needs for a growing
Western Sydney. Regeneration of the parklands has been ongoing since its
establishment, including the Greening Western Sydney Program. This program
started in 1992, with revegetation of Cecil Hills to Kemps Creek (in the M12
Motorway study area) occurring in 1998 (WSPT, 2013).
A Parklands Plan of Management has been prepared and includes a number of
objectives relating to the use of the parklands. This includes for recreation and
education, community facilities, biodiversity conservation, cultural community
awareness, sustainable urban farming and water management (WSPT, 2010).
The Parklands Plan of Management identifies areas along the length of the parklands
– in the Abbotsbury, Cecil Park North, Cowpasture and Cecil Park precincts – for
management as bushland corridors to provide habitat connectivity. These areas have
progressively seen extensive investment in revegetation to help re-create the
vegetation communities that previously existed on the site, and contribute to the
regional biodiversity connectivity of western Sydney (WSPT, 2010). Since 2010,
about 180,000 plants added to the parklands, with about 1000 hectares of
Cumberland Plain Woodlands regeneration undertaken.
Over 400 biobanking credits were created (since 2010) and just under 300 credits
sold (WSPT, 2010).
Further information is provided in the land use section of the report (Table 2-6).
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2.3

Aboriginal heritage

2.3.1

Historical context

Cumberland Plain
The Cumberland Plain has been the subject of intensive archaeological investigation.
To date, hundreds of Aboriginal sites have been recorded in the area. Most of these
sites have been recorded in the northern sector of the Cumberland Plain, defined as
that area of the Wianamatta Shale Plain where the creek lines drain north and west
to the Hawkesbury River, and have been identified during the course of
archaeological survey prior to development.
The picture of Aboriginal utilisation and occupation of the Cumberland Plain is
constantly being revised and refined as archaeological methods improve and more
archaeological data becomes available for the area. Large scale projects undertaken
on the Cumberland Plain include Kohen's 1986 doctoral research on the western
Cumberland Plain, Smith's major compilation and analysis of data for the northern
Plain (Smith 1989), McDonald and Rich's investigations at Rouse Hill (1993), and
large scale surveys undertaken for the western Sydney airport at Badgerys Creek
(Navin Officer Heritage Consultants [NOHC] 1997).
Predictive model
Several predictive models have been developed to explain Aboriginal site location on
the Cumberland Plain. Predictive statements and trends that have been identified
from previous investigations in the Cumberland Plain:
•
The predominant site type are artefact occurrences
•
Other site types and features are likely to include scarred trees, potential
archaeological deposits and stone procurement or quarry sites if exposures of
suitable rock occur
•
The occurrence of surface and subsurface stone artefacts is variable in all
landforms types
•
Landscape variables which determine access to fresh water and to other
exploitable resources are a strong determinant of site frequency together with
artefact density and diversity
•

•
•

•

•

Low surface artefact incidences may not accurately reflect the composition or
density of subsurface archaeological deposits. Some areas with few or no
surface artefacts have been found to contain archaeological deposits with
relatively higher artefact densities and areal incidence
Intact archaeological material may remain below the plough zone (ie top 25
centimetres of soil)
Aboriginal sites are most frequently located in near permanent water courses
on creek banks, alluvial flats and lower hillslopes (basal slopes), or on high
ground such as ridges and knolls, and within range of food resources and the
raw materials for manufacturing tools
Surface and subsurface artefact occurrences are mostly situated in relative
proximity to permanent water sources such as creeks and rivers and wetland
basins on alluvial flats. The majority of sites are located within 100 metres of a
fresh water source
Stream order may provide a predictive framework for the incidence and nature
of associated archaeological deposits (JMCHM 2005a):
−
Fourth and fifth order streamlines are likely to be associated with more
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•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

complex and possibly stratified archaeological evidence which reflects
more permanent and repeated occupation
−
Third order streamlines are likely to be associated with evidence of
frequent occupation such as knapping floors. Higher artefact densities will
be found in the lower reaches of tributary creeks
−
Second order streamlines are likely to be associated with sparse
archaeological evidence, probably related to occasional use and/or
occupation
−
First order streamlines are likely to be associated with sparse
archaeological evidence, and this may be indistinguishable from, or may
define, a background level of artefact incidence
Creek junctions could provide foci for site activity and the size of the confluence
(based on stream order) could influence the size and complexity of sites
(McDonald and Rich 1993; JMCHM 1997, 2005)
High value potential archaeological deposits are most likely to be located on
aggrading landforms within valley floor contexts and fringing basal slopes, on
locally elevated and well-drained ground
There is a general trend for relatively elevated landforms such as ridge and
spurline crests to contain low site densities and artefact incidences, however
sites with large numbers of artefacts may still be present on ridge tops and hill
crests
Sites situated in alluvial and aggrading sedimentary or colluvial contexts retain
the potential to include high value stratified archaeological deposits
At a micro-topographic level, artefact distributions will most likely be situated on
locally elevated, well drained ground with relatively level or low gradients.
Micro-topographic contexts which are both low-lying and poorly drained, or
comprise high gradient slopes are likely to contain no, or very low, artefact
densities
Artefact assemblages generally comprise a small proportion of formal tool
types with the majority of assemblages dominated by unretouched flakes and
debitage
Excavations conducted along higher order stream lines (particularly South
Creek and Ropes Creek), have detected extensive archaeological deposits,
thought to be the result of repeated occupation events, within about 150 metres
of the stream banks (e.g. Brayshaw McDonald Pty Ltd 1995; Total Earth Care
Pty Ltd 2007)
Silcrete is the dominant raw material evident at most surface and subsurface
artefact distributions, followed by tuff/chert. Substantial sources of silcrete,
mostly associated with Tertiary gravel deposits, are located in the north
western Cumberland Plain at places such as St Marys, Plumpton Ridge,
Marsden Park, Schofields, Riverstone, Deans Park, Llandilo and Ropes Creek.
However, a low areal incidence of surface silcrete gravels occurs across large
areas of the Cumberland Plain and may have served as a low-key source of
workable stone for knapping. Silcrete cobbles and amorphous naturally
fractured gravels have been noted during surveys and excavations at
Luddenham and Erskine Park (e.g. Dallas 1988; Brayshaw 2005; NOHC 2005;
Steele 2007)
Single trees and stands of remnant older growth vegetation retain the potential
for evidence of Aboriginal modification (mostly scars resulting from the removal
of bark). The large scale nature of historical vegetation clearance across the
Cumberland Plain means that old-growth remnants are now rare
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•

Grinding grooves (shallow linear grooves produced during the manufacture of
ground edges on stone artefacts such as axes (hatchets)) are a rare site type
on the Cumberland Plain and may occur wherever Minchinbury sandstone is
exposed on the surface.

Areas of predicted Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity in the study area are shown
on Figure 2-2.

2.3.2

Heritage recordings in the study area

A search of the Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) Aboriginal Heritage
Information Management System (AHIMS) on 29 July 2015, combined with a review
of relevant heritage reports, identified 39 Aboriginal heritage items/recordings in the
M12 Motorway study area and six Aboriginal heritage items/recordings in the
immediate vicinity of the study area. These are:
•
18 stone artefact scatters
•
13 isolated finds (single stone artefacts)
•
One grinding groove site
•
•
•

Two subsurface stone artefact scatter sites (previously Potential Archaeological
Deposits [PAD])
Two sites with stone artefacts and PADs
Three PADs.

A summary of sites recorded as occurring in the M12 Motorway study area is
provided in Table 2-2 and the locations shown in Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2 Heritage features
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Table 2-2 Summary of heritage sites recorded in the M12 Motorway study area
AHIMS
site ID

Site name

Site
context

Site type

Recorder

45-5-0214

Kemps Creek

Open site

Artefact scatter

Haglund (1978)

45-5-0215

South Creek

Open site

Grinding groove

Haglund (1978)

45-5-0496

Fleurs 1

Open site

Artefact scatter

Sydney University
(1984–5)

45-5-0528

Fleurs 2

Open site

Artefact scatter

Sydney University
(1984–5)

45-5-2308

P-CP8

Open site

Artefact scatter

Brayshaw & Rich (1995)

45-5-2307

P-CP9

Open site

Artefact scatter

Brayshaw & Rich (1995)

45-5-2468

P-CP14

Open site

Artefact scatter

Brayshaw & Rich (1995)

45-5-2476

IF10

Open site

Isolated find

Brayshaw & Rich (1995)

45-5-2477

IF11

Open site

Isolated find

Brayshaw & Rich (1995)

45-5-2309

BC/ED1

Open site

Artefact scatter

Brayshaw (1995)

45-5-2310

KC/ED2

Open site

Artefact scatter

Brayshaw (1995)

45-5-2429

CPSC 3; Cecil
Park

Open site

Artefact scatter

NOHC (1997b)

45-5-2430

IFSC 7;Cecil Park

Open site

Isolated find

NOHC (1997b)

45-5-2426

IFSC 11; Cecil
Park

Open site

Isolated find

NOHC (1997b)

45-5-2561

GLC1

Open site

Artefact scatter

Nicholson (1999)

45-5-2562

EG6

Open site

Artefact scatter

Nicholson (1999)

45-5-2563

DLC2

Open site

Artefact scatter

Nicholson (1999)

45-5-2722

PAD-OS-6

Open site

Subsurface
artefact scatter

Mills

45-5-2721

PAD-OS-7

Open site

Subsurface
artefact scatter

Mills

45-5-3106

Kemps Creek
(KC PAD 1)

Open site

PAD/artefact

JMCHM (2001)

45-5-3802

Isolated Artefact 1
(Penrith)

Open site

Isolated find

Dallas

45-5-3804

Isolated Artefact 4
(Penrith)

Open site

Isolated find

Dallas

LAS2

Open site

Artefact scatter

NOHC 2009

LAS3

Open site

Artefact scatter

NOHC 2009

LAS4

Open site

Artefact scatter

NOHC 2009

LIF1

Open site

Isolated find

NOHC 2009

LIF2

Open site

Isolated find

NOHC 2009

LIF3

Open site

Isolated find

NOHC 2009

LIF3

Open site

Isolated find

NOHC 2009

PAD 2001-6

Open site

PAD

AHMS

45-5-3999
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AHIMS
site ID

Site name

Site
context

Site type

Recorder

45-5-4006

Artefact Scatter
PAD 2007-4

Open site

Artefact scatter

AHMS

45-5-4007

Artefact Scatter
2008-4

Open site

Artefact scatter

AHMS

45-5-4008

Isolated Object
2009-5

Open site

Isolated find

AHMS

45-5-4009

Isolated Object
2010-5

Open site

Isolated find

AHMS

45-5-4010

Isolated Object
2011-5

Open site

Isolated find

AHMS

45-5-4022

Artefact Scatter
PAD 2023-846

Open site

PAD/artefact

AHMS

45-5-4049

PAD 2054-6

Open site

PAD

AHMS

45-5-4056

PAD 2063-6

Open site

PAD

AHMS

45-5-4374

CP AS1

Open site

Artefact scatter

Madden

2.3.3

Aboriginal Land claims and native title

A parcel of land within the study area was subject to an Aboriginal Land Claim under
the Aboriginal Land Right Act 1983, lodged by Gandangara Local Aboriginal Land
Council on 19 March 2008.
In addition, there are no active native title claims or native title holders under the
Native Title Act 1993 within the study area.

2.4

Non-Aboriginal heritage

2.4.1

Early historical overview

Europeans first entered the Nepean district 11 years before they returned to stay
permanently. During 1788, the Governor, Arthur Phillip, led exploring parties to probe
the outlying regions that had never been visited by Europeans. From a rise near the
present Pennant Hills, Phillip first observed the Blue Mountains, but called the
northern portion the Carmarthen Hills (after the Secretary of State for the British
Foreign Office) and the southern portion the Lansdowne Hills. From the rising of
these mountains he had no doubt a large river would be found. However, at that time
his search for the river proved unsuccessful (Murray and White, 1988).
In June 1789, almost 18 months after the arrival of the First Fleet, Phillip’s predictions
were confirmed. Captain Watkin Tench (Marine in charge of the new outpost at Rose
Hill) led an expeditionary party to the banks of the Nepean River ‘through a country
untrodden before by a European foot’ (Power, 1983).
The alluvial flats adjoining the Nepean River and the woodlands that occupied the
rolling country of the Sydney hinterlands were quickly recognised as an essential
agricultural and pastoral resource for the new colony. By the 1820s and 1830s most
of the hinterland had been alienated through a patchwork of land grants. Large
estates quickly developed through buying and selling, some controlled by absentee
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landlords, and others by families who established residential farms.
The M12 Motorway study area is situated around three early key access roads,
Cowpasture Road in the east, The Northern Road in the west, and Elizabeth Drive,
linking the two.
The Cowpastures Road dates from a route surveyed in 1805 that provided a route
southwards from Prospect to the Nepean Crossing and the self-selected pastures of
the colony’s wild cattle (http://www.camdenhistory.org.au/).
Elizabeth Drive dates from the early 1800s and was originally constructed as a
‘corduroy’ road, using round logs as a base. It was established to provide access to
the areas’ land grants and was originally known as the Orphan School Road as it
extended west from the Orphan School in what is now Bonnyrigg. Its name was later
changed to Mulgoa Road, in reference to its western extent, but subsequently
changed again in 1952 to honour the visit of Queen Elizabeth II
(http://penrithhistory.com/mt-vernon/).
The pattern of early European land ownership across the study area was dominated
by a small number of individuals and their families, notably Wylde, Kemp, Bayly,
Badgery, Piper, Johnston, Smith, Blaxland and Henderson (Figure 3 3).
Anthony Fenn Kemp was an officer in the NSW Corps and was in the vanguard of
those who arrested Governor Bligh in 1808. Kemp received two land grants in the
study area, 300 acres in 1810 (Parishes of Melville and Cabramatta), and 500 acres
in 1820 (Parish of Melville). Kemp named his estate ‘Mount Vernon’, presumably
after George Washington’s home in Virginia in the United States of America. He
subsequently settled in Tasmania where he died in 1868. Kemps Creek is named
after him (SM&DHS, 2009).
In 1799, James Badgery and his wife Elizabeth arrived in the new colony. As James
had few financial resources he was not eligible for a grant of land so he leased
property in Sydney and 11 acres on the Hawkesbury where he undertook intensive
farming. By 1803 James was granted 100 acres along the Hawkesbury.
After the floods of 1806 he started looking for land elsewhere. He was granted 840
acres along South Creek and what would become Badgerys Creek, in the names of
his three children, Ann, Henry and Andrew and his then unborn child William. When
Governor Macquarie confirmed the grant he refused William's 200 acres and granted
the 640 acres all in the name of James Badgery. He called his property Exeter Farm
after his home town in England. James continued to expand his holdings, buying up
other properties on what is now the southern side of Elizabeth Drive. These
properties were subdivided in the 1880s as the Exeter Farms subdivision.
In November 1813, John Blaxland, (elder brother of Gregory Blaxland) was granted
6,710 acres of land between the Nepean River and Badgerys Creek which he named
Luddenham after his former home in England. The residential and business focus of
the estate was on the river at Wallacia. The remaining lands were used for grazing.
Nicholas Bayly, an officer in the NSW Corps, received two land grants in 1799 and
1800, totalling 566 acres at the ‘Eastern Farms’ and at Cabramatta. The latter he
named ‘Bayly Park’. By 1814, he had established his family home there. After his
death in 1823, Bayly Park, then 2500 acres, was purchased by Richard Jones who
renamed the property ‘Fleurs’ (SM&DHS, 2009).
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Other early industries in the Liverpool area included a tanning pit on Orange Grove
Road, brickfields on Orange Grove Road and along Brickmaker's Creek and one
steam mill and one windmill (Keating, 1996). One of the earliest shipbuilding yards
was built on the river near its junction with Williams Creek, where ships of up to 40
tons were built. A quarry almost opposite this property provided stone for the building
of the Lansdowne Bridge. The district continued as a farming village on the outskirts
of Liverpool. The area still grows grapes and the Vicary's Winery, commenced in
1923, is still an important industry in the area.
The arrival of the railway in 1856 encouraged local businessmen to start businesses
in the area. J.H. Atkinson bought the estates of Collingwood and Sophienburgh and
made the necessary improvements on these properties to induce teamsters to
unload at Liverpool and send their loads to Sydney by rail. In the early 1900s there
were about 40 families living in Badgerys Creek including the Nobbs, Freeburn,
Shadlow and Dorahy families, who remained in the area until properties began to be
resumed for the proposed western airport for the Sydney region from 1986.

2.4.2

Listed heritage items

Heritage items listed on the State Heritage Inventory within and next to the M12
study area are shown in Table 2-3. There are 10 heritage recordings within the M12
Motorway study area and eight near the study area, including four within the
Commonwealth-owned lands of the proposed airport site at Badgerys Creek. Five
recordings in the study area are listed on statutory registers. These are:
•
The Sydney Water Supply Upper Canal System
•
An inter-war Spanish Mission styled house
•
The Luddenham Road Alignment
•
The Sydney University McGarvie-Smith Farm
•
The site of the former Fleurs radio telescope arrays.
The Fleurs Radio Telescope Arrays is listed on the Penrith Local Environmental Plan
2010 and recognised for its local significance. This item, however, may be of greater
historical significance. Between 1954 and 1963, Fleurs was the leading field station
of the CSIRO's Division of Radiophysics, and was home to three innovative crosstype radio telescopes, the Mills Cross, Shain Cross and the Chris Cross. Additionally,
the Chris Cross was the world's first cross-grating interferometer and the first radio
telescope to provide a two-dimensional daily map of the Sun (Orchiston 2004)
Members of the Australian astronomical community consider the site to be historically
important. It is likely that the site is of national significance, and it therefore requires
further assessment.
There are four unlisted items in the study area being:
•
•
•
•

a fibro building on the McGarvie-Smith Farm (University of Sydney)
an iron shed on the McGarvie-Smith Farm (University of Sydney)
the ‘Big Chook’ – a large chook sculpture for the promotion for a local egg
merchant
the Liverpool Offtake Reservoir.

Eight items are situated outside, but near, the northern boundary of the study area.
These are the Bayly Park homestead (subsequently ‘Fleurs’), and gardens, a brick
farmhouse on Aldington Road and remnant Gateposts. The four remaining sites are
located on the Commonwealth-owned lands of the proposed western Sydney airport
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site: the St Johns Anglican Cemetery, Badgerys Creek Public School, St Johns
Anglican Church group and Road Bridge.
The potential heritage items within the study area are also listed in Table 2-3.
Table 2-3 Non-Aboriginal heritage items within and near the M12 study area
Heritage Item

Property
description

Significance

LGA

SHI
number

Upper Canal System
(Pheasants Nest Weir to
Prospect Reservoir)

Utilities – Infrastructure

State
(SHR)

Liverpool
and Fairfield

5051481

Sydney Water Supply
Upper Canal System

Utilities –
water supply

Local

Liverpool

1970096

Liverpool Offtake Reservoir

Utilities –
water supply

Local

Liverpool

1970060

Inter-war Spanish
Mission House

Residential

Local

Fairfield

1570069

Luddenham Road
Alignment

Road

Local

Penrith

2260843

McGarvie-Smith Farm

Educational

Local

Penrith

The Fleurs Radio
Telescope

Scientific / educational

Local

Penrith

McGarvie-Smith Farm:
Fibro building
Iron shed

Agricultural –
Built environment

Requires
further
investigation

Penrith

The Big Chook

Agricultural –
Promotional feature

Local

‘Bayley [Bayly] Park’

Residential

Local

Penrith

‘Fleurs Stud’
[Bayly Park] garden and
tree avenue

Residential
(cultural landscape)

Local

Penrith

Brick Farmhouse

Residential

Gateposts to Colesbrook

Residential

Road Bridge

Near the study area
2260104

Penrith

2260106

Local

Penrith

2260105

Bridge

Local

Liverpool

1970101

St. John's Anglican
Church Cemetery

Cemetery/
Graveyard

Local

Liverpool

1970450

St. John's Anglican Church
Group incl church and
cemetery

Churchyard
ArchaeologicalTerrestrial

Local

Liverpool

1970061

Badgerys Creek Public
School

School

Local

Liverpool

1970043

2.4.3

Heritage landscapes

Heritage landscapes within and near the study area have been assessed in South
Creek Valley Heritage Study, Perumal Murphy 1990 and Penrith Heritage Study (Fox
Associates 1991). Items with high local or regional significance are detailed in Table
2-4 and shown in Figure 2-2.
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Table 2-4 Heritage landscapes
ID

Heritage item

Significance

Description

KC1

South Creek Basin

High local
visual/natural
importance

A landscape of undulating hills with remnant Paper
Bark (Melaleuca sp.) and River She-Oak
(Casuarina sp.) vegetation groves along creek
banks and paddocks.

L1

South Creek, remnant
native vegetation
corridor

Regional
importance

A natural area wildlife habitat and scenic area with
pockets of vegetation varying in size.

L12

Vegetation community,
Clifton Avenue, Kemps
Creek

Regional
significance

Remnant native vegetation mostly within private
lots, bounded by Elizabeth Drive, Western Road
and Kemps Creek Public School.

L13

Badgerys Creek
remnant native
vegetation corridor

Regional
importance

A natural area wildlife habitat and scenic area with
pockets of vegetation varying in size.

L23

Kemps Creek remnant
native vegetation
corridor

Regional
importance

A natural area wildlife habitat and scenic area with
pockets of vegetation varying in size.

L27

South, Kemps and
Badgerys creek
confluence weirs Scenic
Landscape

Regional
significance

A scenic landscape comprising the weirs and
surrounds at the confluences of Badgerys and
Kemps creeks with South Creek. Badgerys Creek
weir is no longer functioning.

L29

Vegetation community,
Clifton Avenue, Kemps
Creek

Regional
significance

Remnant native vegetation mostly within private
lots.

L30

McMaster Field Station
Scenic Landscape,
Elizabeth Drive,
Badgerys Creek

Regional
significance

A pastoral landscape with lake-like water bodies,
native vegetation and a backdrop of green hills.
Lack of intrusive transmission wires is important.

L45

Cosgrove Creek
remnant native
vegetation corridor

Regional
importance

A natural area, wildlife habitat and scenic area with
pockets of excellent creek-side vegetation varying
in size.

L47

Row of Tallowwood
trees Luddenham Road

Local
significance

Avenue of planted tallowwood trees, forming a
cultural landscape.

L48

Remnant vegetation on
Lawson Road, Badgerys
Creek

Local
significance

A group of native trees on Lawson Road forming a
cultural landscape.

L54

Remnant vegetation on
Elizabeth Drive

Regional
significance

Indigenous roadside eucalypts forming a natural
avenue with other native trees on Elizabeth Drive.

L55

Remnant vegetation on
Elizabeth Drive

Regional
significance

Indigenous roadside eucalypts forming a natural
avenue with other native trees on Elizabeth Drive,
contiguous with Badgerys Creek corridor.

2.4.4

Potential non-Aboriginal heritage items

A review of early mapping and aerial photography of the study area has identified
potential non-Aboriginal heritage items that are unlisted. These comprise potential
archaeological deposits and standing structures which may have heritage
significance. The locations have not been verified by ‘ground-truthing’ and are
indicative only. The items are outlined in Table 2-5 and shown in Figure 2-2.
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Table 2-5 Potential non-Aboriginal heritage items
ID

Location

Name/description

Date

Source

Easting

Northing

1

296167.3

6248910

Cottage and sheds

1918

Crown plan C.3163.2030

5

291475.3

6249560

Pennall (residence)

No date

Roll plan 4 – Roll Plan –
LTO Charting Maps

4

294406.8

6249345

Woodbine cottage

1982

DP58544

3

296248.5

6248448

Cooloo (residence)

1866?

DP51358

2

293300.5

6249680

Exeter House estate/
Badgerys Homestead

1920

Crown plan C.3391.2030

6

300327.7

6249617

Cecil Park
Public School

1906

Reconnaissance map of the
neighbourhood of Liverpool
Camp

7

299985

6250284

Structure

1906

Reconnaissance map of the
neighbourhood of Liverpool
Camp

8

300559.8

6250422

Standing structure

1930

1930 Cecil Hills
aerial photograph

9

300607.9

6249817

Standing structure

1930/06

1930 Cecil Hills aerial
photograph and
reconnaissance map of the
neighbourhood of Liverpool
Camp

10

300629.1

6250023

Structure

1930

1930 Cecil Hills
aerial photograph

2.5

Land use and planning

The study area is located across three local government areas: Penrith City, Fairfield
City and Liverpool City. Land use in the area is regulated by these councils and by
SEPPs and State and Commonwealth Government strategies. The suburbs within
the study area are:
•
Luddenham
•
Badgerys Creek
•
Kemps Creek
•
Mount Vernon
•

Cecil Park.
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2.5.1

Zoning and land use

Zoning
The applicable zoning maps are Penrith Local Environmental Plan 2010, Penrith
Local Environmental Plan (Glenmore Park Stage 2) 2009, Liverpool Local
Environmental Plan 2008 and Fairfield Local Environmental Plan 2013. These
identify a range of zonings. Most of the zonings are rural and include:
•
•

RU1 primary production
RU4 primary production small lots

•
•
•
•
•

RU2 rural landscape
E2 Environmental conservation
E4 Environmental living
RE1 Public recreation
Western Sydney Parklands.

Land uses
The study area includes a wide array of land uses which are described in Table 2-6
and shown in Figure 2-3.
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Figure 2-3 Land use features
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Table 2-6: Land uses within the study area
Land use

Description

Residential

The main residential precincts are in the suburbs of Kemps Creek, Mt
Vernon and Cecil Park but there are rural residential properties throughout
the rest of the study area and residences on some agricultural properties
and hobby farms.
The WSPGA is mostly north of Elizabeth Drive and west of Mamre Road.
This will limit future residential development, while increasing industrial and
commercial development in the study area.

Commercial

Commercial land uses encompass a wide cross-section including
agriculture, industrial (see separate section following) and retail activities.
Agricultural land uses include hobby and commercial farms predominantly
producing crops (such as vegetables), poultry, Christmas trees, nurseries
and the University of Sydney John Bruce Pye farm. An Industry &
Investment NSW report (Analysis of Population Census and Agriculture
Census Data in Sydney Statistical Division, July 2010) identifies the
importance of agricultural activities in the Penrith and Liverpool local
government areas. Vegetable farming in these areas resulted in almost
$16 million of produce, while poultry farming was valued at over $17 million
in Penrith City and $19 million in Liverpool City.
Retail activities with small-scale services are connected to some of these
agricultural properties and mostly associated with the suburb of Kemps
Creek. These activities include service stations, hardware stores, machinery
and automotive repairs, ducting and supply stores, cafes and groceries and
liquor stores. Other facilities include the Animal Welfare League NSW.

Western
Sydney
Parklands

Western Sydney Parklands is on the eastern extent of the study area, to the
south of Elizabeth Drive. The idea of a ‘green girdle’ through Western
Sydney was identified in the Cumberland County Plan of 1949. However,
the Western Sydney Parklands were originally identified in the 1968 Sydney
Region Outline Plan to provide for infrastructure and future regional open
space needs for a growing Western Sydney.
The parklands are now managed under the Western Sydney Parklands Act
2006 and strategic direction provided under the State Environmental
Planning Policy (Western Sydney Parklands) and the Western Sydney
Parklands Plan of Management 2020.
The parklands comprise 5280 hectares and stretch 27 kilometres from
Blacktown in the north to Leppington in the south. It is 16 times the size of
Sydney's Centennial Parklands. The parklands are in the Blacktown,
Fairfield and Liverpool local government areas.
When developed, the parklands will become the largest urban parkland
system in Australia and one of the largest in the world. Much of the land is
still to be developed for its long-term purpose. The parklands have
recreational space as well as infrastructure, agriculture, water supply and
other essential community facilities.
The Parklands Plan of Management 2020 Supplement, indicates the area of
parkland south of Elizabeth Drive will continue to contain a range of mixed
uses. This includes
Sydney International Shooting Centre (existing)
Wylde Mountain Bike Trail (existing)
Kemps Creek Nature Reserve (existing, and gazetted as conservation area)
Water supply canal (existing)
Development of a bushland corridor to connect Kemps Creek Nature
Reserve to the bushland corridor that runs north–south through the
parklands.
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Land use

Description
There are also a number of biobanking agreements sites (including M7
West and Cecil Park SE). A business hub (Elizabeth Drive business hub)
has also been identified that spans Elizabeth Drive.
To the north of Elizabeth Drive, the Western Sydney Parklands currently
consists of environmental bushland corridor or vacant land. As well as a site
identified for the Elizabeth Drive business hub, another hub along Wallgrove
Road (known as the Wallgrove Road business hub) has been identified in
the Parklands Park of Management 2020 Supplement.
These land uses are shown on Figure 2.4.

Industrial

There are a number of industrial developments including the Elizabeth Drive
landfill, quarries and brick factories. These are located in the more populous
areas to the east of the study area.

Educational

There are few educational facilities within or next to the study area. Facilities
in the study area include Kemps Creek Public School, Irfan College and
Christadelphian Heritage College. In addition, along Elizabeth Drive, there is
the Science of the Soul Study Centre. Badgerys Creek Public School has
recently closed.

Religious
facilities

There are no churches and other facilities in the study area other than the
educational facilities mentioned above. Two mosques have recently been
approved in the Kemps Creek area by Penrith City Council and are located
in the study area.

Utilities
infrastructure

Utility infrastructure includes large facilities such as substations, mobile
telecommunications towers and a radar installation. Other utilities include
gas pipelines and electrical transmission lines. Sydney Water facilities
include the Upper Canal system in the eastern part of the study area.

Recreational
facilities

Recreational facilities include Sydney International Shooting Centre and
Wylde Mountain Bike Trail (both in Western Sydney Parklands) and other
reserves/parks including Bill Anderson Park and Overett Reserve. Kemps
Creek Nature Reserve is to the south of the study area, next to Western
Sydney Parklands.
Other recreational facilities include Twin Creeks Golf and Country Club,
Luddenham Raceway, Sydney Society of Model Engineers Model Park, and
Kemps Creek Sporting and Bowling Club.

Proposed
western
Sydney airport
at Badgerys
Creek

While this is not a current land use in the study area, land has been
allocated and reserved for the airport, with an environmental impact
statement submitted in late 2015. The airport site is south of Elizabeth Drive
in the western part of the study area between Badgerys Creek and
Cosgroves Creek.

2.5.2

Land development activity

Future land use will be different to the current land use in and around the study area.
Of particular relevance is the proposed western Sydney airport at Badgerys Creek
and the WSPGA (refer to Figure 2-3). The WSPGA is northern part of the former
South West Growth Centre and part of the Broader Western Sydney Employment
Area surrounding Elizabeth Drive.
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Figure 2-4: Strategic regional and Western Sydney Parklands land uses
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Western Sydney Priority Growth Area
The WSPGA is in the Liverpool and Penrith council areas and next to the study area
to the north, east and south of the site for the proposed airport at Badgerys Creek.
The WSPGA will provide local people with better access to jobs within and around
the airport, as well as infrastructure and services for local residents. The Department
of Planning and Environment will work closely with Liverpool City Council and Penrith
City Council to prepare a draft land use and infrastructure strategy. This will guide
new infrastructure investment, identify new homes and jobs close to transport and
coordinate services in the area. Once it is prepared, the draft strategy will be
released for consultation with the community.

2.5.3

Infrastructure development

There are a number of road projects in and around the study area to upgrade roads
in western Sydney as part of the Western Sydney Infrastructure Plan (as mentioned
in chapter 1 of this report). In addition, there are some works being undertaken to
preserve a corridor for heavy rail through the study area.
South West Rail Link Extension Corridor
The extension of the South West Rail Link is one of 19 major transport corridors
across Sydney identified for preservation to meet future transport requirements. The
corridor will provide a north-south connection through the WSPGA including the
proposed western Sydney airport at Badgerys Creek. The extension corridor would
connect Leppington Station to Bringelly and then deviate north to the T1 Western
Line near St Marys and south to Narellan.
The northern section of the extension corridor falls within the study area, in a north
south orientation, passing through and beyond the airport site.

2.6

Hydrology and flooding

The study area is within the South Creek sub-catchment, which is a sub-catchment of
the Hawkesbury-Nepean River. The South Creek sub-catchment covers around 490
square kilometres. In the study area, the creeks in the South Creek sub-catchment
generally flows from south to north. The sub-catchment area at Elizabeth Drive
covers around 90 square kilometres. The major creeks in the study area are:
•
•

South Creek
Kemps Creek – this is a major tributary of South Creek

•
•
•

Badgerys Creek – this is a minor tributary of South Creek
Cosgroves Creek – this is a minor tributary of South Creek
Oaky Creek.

There are also a number of smaller unnamed tributaries in the study area. Most of
the creeks in the study area have been modified as a result of development in the
area – mainly through the inclusion of farm dams.
The areas around Badgerys Creek, South Creek and Kemps Creek are subject to
localised flooding (Figure 2-5). The topography of the study area is relatively flat;
however, to the north of Elizabeth Drive, the land consists of undulating plains.
Flooding through South Creek typically occurs as a result of local catchment runoff.
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However, in the lower reaches of South Creek (north of the study area), the
floodplain forms a large flood storage area during major floods in the HawkesburyNepean River system.

2.6.1

Historic flood levels

Flood levels for local flood events in 1986 and 1988 have been obtained from the
Flood Study Report, South Creek (NSW Department of Water Resources, 1990)
(refer to Table 2-7). The locations within the study area are Elizabeth Drive (where it
crosses South Creek) and Overett Avenue, Kemps Creek (located south of Elizabeth
Drive).
The locations of Bringelly Road, Bringelly and Luddenham Road, St Clair are
provided as they are south and north of the study area respectively to show the
change in flood levels in the area. Creeks flow from south to north through the study
area. Table 2-7 shows flood levels are deeper to the south and shallower to the
north.
Table 2-7 Historic flood levels (1986 and 1988)
Location

1986 flood level

1988 flood level

Bringelly Road – downstream

–

57.59

Overett Avenue

–

43.41

Elizabeth Drive – upstream

42.73

43.33

Elizabeth Drive – downstream

42.06

42.66

Luddenham Road

29.5

29.8

2.6.2

Modelled flood behaviour

The model of sub-catchment flood behaviour was updated in 2015 in the Updated
South Creek Flood Study (Worley Parsons, 2015). This was due to the substantial
change that had occurred in the sub-catchment since the 1990 Flood Study Report.
The results for the 100-year annual recurrence interval (ARI) flood event are shown
in Table 2-8. These results show the water surface profile (that is, levels modelled in
the creeks) and include the influence from elevated flood levels from the
Hawkesbury-Nepean flood event.
Table 2-8: Peak 100-year ARI flood level (2015)
Peak flood levels
Creeks

Upstream of Elizabeth
Drive

Downstream of
Elizabeth Drive

Overett Avenue

South Creek

42.9

42.8

43.6

Kemps Creek

47.7

46.7

Badgerys Creek

46.5

46.2

The study found the extent of inundation during the 100-year ARI flood event is
mostly through undeveloped or rural areas. However, pockets of inundation do occur
on developed land within the study area, this is through the suburb of Kemps Creek.
As expected, flow velocities vary across the study area with the highest velocities
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recorded in South Creek and its tributaries. For a 100-year ARI flood event, peak inchannel velocities of South Creek upstream of Elizabeth Drive typically range
between 0.8 and 1.0 metres per second (m/s). Peak in-channel velocities are similar
for Badgerys Creek but lower (between 0.6 and 0.8 m/s) for Kemps Creek.
Flooding depths for a 100-year ARI event (that is, water above the existing ground
level) vary across the study area. In-stream depths for South Creek are over five
metres. However, across the floodplains for all the creeks (South Creek, Kemps
Creek and Badgerys Creek) flood depths are between 0.5 and 2.5 metres.
All of the road and rail crossings assessed in the South Creek sub- catchment are
predicted to experience some inundation during flood events. In the study area,
Elizabeth Drive is overtopped in all flood events at all three creek crossings
(Badgerys Creek, South Creek and Kemps Creek). Results for overtopping of
Elizabeth Drive in the 100-year ARI flood event are shown in Table 2-9.
Table 2-9 Overtopping of Elizabeth Drive during the peak 100-year ARI flood event
Creeks
Depth of water on Elizabeth Drive
South Creek

180 mm

Kemps Creek

500 mm

Badgerys Creek

270 mm

2.6.3

Flood mitigation

The South Creek Floodplain Risk Management Study and Plan (Liverpool City
Council, 2004) identified flood mitigation structures to be constructed in the South
Creek sub-catchment to minimise the impact of flooding. In the study area, this took
the form of a relief floodway channel and bridge crossing along Elizabeth Drive at
Kemps Creek. This work involved:
•
Acquiring three properties adjoining South Creek (western extent of Overett
Avenue)
•
•

Constructing a relief floodway to the west of Overett Avenue
Constructing an additional bridge over Elizabeth Drive and connecting floodway
upstream and downstream of the bridge.

These flood relief works were included in the Updated South Creek Flood Study
(Worley Parsons, 2015) and are reflected in the flood behaviour in Section 2.6.2.
While difficult to quantify, the flood relief works have resulted in a reduction in
flooding impact. It is estimated to have reduced the flood levels upstream of
Elizabeth Drive by up to 0.3 metres for all flood events (so much so, that Elizabeth
Drive is no longer inundated by South Creek in a 20-year ARI flood event).
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Figure 2-5 100-year ARI flood level
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2.7

Social economic

2.7.1

Community profile

The study area is in western Sydney, encompassing a number of different suburbs
across three local government areas (Penrith City Council, Fairfield City Council and
Liverpool City Council).
The following suburbs are in the study area:
•
Cecil Park
•
Mt Vernon
•
Kemps Creek
•
Badgerys Creek
•
Luddenham.

2.7.2

Demographic profile

Population
The population of the three local government areas located in the study area (based
on ABS Census of Population and Housing, 2011) and a breakdown of the
population by age brackets is provided in Table 2-10.
Table 2-10 Age breakdown of local government areas that fall in the study area
Penrith City
Age
bracket

Liverpool City

Fairfield City

Greater
Sydney
%

Number

%

Number

%

Number

%

2011
population

178,465

100

180,142

100

187,768

100

0–9

26,047

14.6

28,203

15.6

25,006

13.3

13.1

10–19

25,752

14.4

27,777

15.4

27,573

14.6

12.4

20–29

26,729

14.9

25,688

14.2

27,012

14.3

14.8

30–39

25,806

14.4

26,901

14.9

24,307

12.9

15.3

40–49

24,374

13.6

26,445

14.7

26,413

14.1

14.3

50–59

23,018

12.9

20,912

11.6

25,271

13.4

12.2

60–64

9600

5.4

7726

4.3

9634

5.1

5.1

65+

17,139

9.7

16,490

9.2

22,552

12.0

12.7

Population growth has varied across the local government areas. Between 2006 and
2011, Penrith City grew by 3.7 per cent, Fairfield City by 4.4 per cent and Liverpool
City by 9.4 per cent. The population of Western Sydney is predicted to grow by one
million people over the next 25 years.
Employment
Employment across the three local government areas varies substantially, with
Penrith recording a higher percentage of employment and lower percentage of
unemployment when compared with Greater Sydney. However, Liverpool City and
Fairfield City have a lower proportion of employment and a higher rate of
unemployment, with Fairfield City’s unemployment rate being four per cent above
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that of Greater Sydney (refer to Table 2-11).
Table 2-11 Employment indicators
Indicator

Penrith

Liverpool

Fairfield

Greater Sydney

Size of employed labour
force

87,229

80,192

75,949

-

Percent of employed
labour force

94.5%

93.0%

90.3%

94.3%

Unemployment rate

5.5%

7.0%

9.7%

5.7%

In terms of the industries where the majority of people are employed, the top three
industries are the same across the three local government areas. These are:
•
Manufacturing
•
Retail trade
•
Health care and social assistance.
A comparison of the number of people employed in these areas as a percentage of
the total employed resident population is provided in Table 2-12.
Table 2-12 Most popular employment industries
Number and percentage of labour force
Indicator

Penrith

Liverpool

Fairfield

Greater
Sydney

Manufacturing

10,262 (11.8%)

10,411 (14.0%)

12,234 (17.8%)

8.5%

Retail trade

9,903 (11.4%)

7,786 (10.4%)

7,921 (11.5%)

9.8%

Health care and
social assistance

8,867 (10.2%)

7,560 (10.1%)

5,885 (8.6%)

10.9%

TOTAL

29,032 (33.3%)

25,757 (34.5%)

26,040 (38.0%)

29.2%

In all three local government areas, more than half of the labour force travelled
outside the local government area to work. The greatest of these is in Liverpool City,
where 57 per cent of the population travel outside the area.
Section 2.7.4 discusses the industries that generate employment in the three local
government areas.

2.7.3

Transport and access

As mentioned in section 2.7.2, more than half of the labour force travels outside the
local government areas to work.
In all three local government areas, the majority of people use a private vehicle (car –
as driver, car – as passenger, motorbike, or truck) to get to work, and only a small
proportion uses public transport. Details on the transport mode of choice is shown in
Table 2-13.
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Table 2-13 Modes of transport use
Percentage of transport use

Type

Penrith

Liverpool

Fairfield

Greater Sydney

Private vehicles

72.9%

72.1%

72.6%

60.0%

Public transport

10.7%

12.4%

13.7%

20.0%

The consistent use of private vehicles far above the average of Greater Sydney
indicates that there is a lack of regular public transport services to places of
employment from these areas, which makes the private vehicle the only feasible
options for many people.

2.7.4

Business activity

This section identifies the main employment industries in the three local government
areas.
Penrith City
In Penrith City (2013–14 data):
•

•
•

The three largest industries were health care and social assistance, retail trade,
and education and training. These industries accounted for 37.9 per cent of
people working in the local government area
.The local economy generated $7438 million (in 2014 dollar values)
To get to their jobs in the Penrith City local government area, over 74 per cent
of workers travel by private vehicle.

Liverpool City
In Liverpool City (2011 data):
•
The three largest industries were health care and social assistance, retail trade,
and manufacturing. These industries accounted for 40.8 per cent of people
working in the local government area
•
The local economy generated $7880 million (in 2011 dollar values)
•

To get to their jobs in the Liverpool City local government area, over 75 per
cent of workers travel by private vehicle.

Fairfield City
In Fairfield City (2011 data):
•
The three largest industries were health care and social assistance, retail trade,
and manufacturing. These industries accounted for 42.7 per cent of people
working in the local government area
•
The local economy generated $6558 million (in 2011 dollar values)
•
To get to their jobs in the Fairfield City local government area, almost 80 per
cent of workers travel by private vehicle.

2.7.5

Business activity

This section identifies the main employment industries in the three local government
areas.
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Penrith City
In Penrith City (2013–14 data):
•

The three largest industries were health care and social assistance, retail trade,
and education and training. These industries accounted for 37.9 per cent of
people working in the local government area

•
•

.The local economy generated $7438 million (in 2014 dollar values)
To get to their jobs in the Penrith City local government area, over 74 per cent
of workers travel by private vehicle.

Liverpool City
In Liverpool City (2011 data):
•
The three largest industries were health care and social assistance, retail trade,
and manufacturing. These industries accounted for 40.8 per cent of people
working in the local government area
•
•

The local economy generated $7880 million (in 2011 dollar values)
To get to their jobs in the Liverpool City local government area, over 75 per
cent of workers travel by private vehicle.

Fairfield City
In Fairfield City (2011 data):
•
The three largest industries were health care and social assistance, retail trade,
and manufacturing. These industries accounted for 42.7 per cent of people
working in the local government area
•
The local economy generated $6558 million (in 2011 dollar values)
•
To get to their jobs in the Fairfield City local government area, almost 80 per
cent of workers travel by private vehicle.

2.7.6

Study area demographic profile

This section presents the study area’s demographics based on the results of the
2011 ABS Census data for the suburbs that fall fully or partially in the study area.
Cecil Park
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Population of 1477 people with a median age of 31
498 people were born overseas (top three birthplaces are Italy, Iraq and Fiji)
600 people speak a language other than English; the main languages are
Italian, Assyrian and Arabic
95 per cent of households have one or more motor vehicles
Unemployment rate is 4.5 per cent
Top three industries that residents work in are manufacturing, retail trade and
construction
78 per cent of people travelling to work either all the way or part way as driver
or passenger in a private vehicle.
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Mt Vernon
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Population of 1036 people, with a median age of 39
263 people were born overseas (top three birthplaces are Italy, Iraq and Malta)
344 people speak a language other than English; the main languages are
Italian, Maltese, Assyrian
95.6 per cent of households have one or more motor vehicles
Unemployment rate is 3.2 per cent
Top three industries that residents work in are construction, retail trade and
manufacturing
80 per cent of people travelling to work either all the way or part way as driver
or passenger in a private vehicle.

Kemps Creek
•

Population of 2309 people, with a median age of 38

•

650 people were born overseas (top three birthplaces are Italy, China and
Malta)

•

957 people speak a language other than English; the main languages are
Italian, Arabic and Chinese
91 per cent of dwellings have one or more motor vehicle
Unemployment rate is 3.5 per cent
Top three industries that residents work in are construction; retail trade; and
agriculture, forestry and fishing
75 per cent of people travelling to work either all the way or part way as driver
or passenger in a private vehicle.

•
•
•
•

Badgerys Creek
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Population of 455 people, with a median age of 34
97 people were born overseas (top three birthplaces are China, Malta and New
Zealand)
103 people speak a language other than English; the main languages are
Chinese, Maltese and Italian
94 per cent of dwellings have one or more motor vehicles
Unemployment rate is 6.1 per cent
Top three industries that residents work in are construction; agriculture, forestry
and fishing; and retail trade
Around 72.5 per cent of residents travel to work either all the way or part way
as driver or passenger in a private vehicle.

Luddenham
•
•
•
•

Population of 1496, with a median age of 36
212 people were born overseas (top three birthplaces are UK, Italy and Malta)
196 people speak a language other than English; the main languages are
Arabic and Italian
96 per cent of dwellings have one or more motor vehicles

•

Unemployment rate is 4.3 per cent
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•
•

2.7.7

Top three industries that residents work in are construction, retail trade and
manufacturing
Around 78 per cent of residents travel to work either all the way or part way as
driver or passenger in a private vehicle.

Property

The study area has 1416 properties, with a number of different property types (mainly
residential, commercial, industrial and general rural).
As well as residences, the properties typically include other assets:
•
Agricultural properties include sheds, dams and stock infrastructure
•
Commercial properties include structures and fencing
•
Industrial properties include structures, storage laydown areas and fencing.

2.7.8

Noise environment

In the study area, the noise environment is consistent with residential, light industrial
and rural activities. Road traffic noise is also consistent with a rural environment, with
the exception of the M7 Motorway located at the east of the study area. Other main
road noise sources include Elizabeth Drive and The Northern Road.
There are 170 sensitive receivers in the study area, predominately found around the
township of Kemps Creeks and the suburb of Mount Vernon. Noise sensitive
receivers (residences and schools) are identified in Figure 2-6.

2.8

Traffic

There are a number of motorways, main arterials and sub-arterials that traverse the
study area. These include:
•
M7 Motorway
•
A9 – The Northern Road
•
Elizabeth Drive
•
Mamre Road
•
Wallgrove Road.
Other main roads include Badgerys Creek Road, Devonshire Road and Luddenham
Road.
As part of the Western Sydney Infrastructure Plan (WSIP), Bringelly Road and The
Northern Road are being upgraded. The plan has also identified the need to provide
a new motorway connecting the M7 Motorway to The Northern Road (this project).
Another road corridor study currently underway that may interact with the M12
Motorway is the Outer Sydney Orbital (M9), the exact location of which is still to be
determined.
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2.8.1

General traffic

Existing situation
Elizabeth Drive is a two-lane arterial road in Western Sydney. There are no
pedestrian or cycle paths along most of its length. The existing seven-day annual
average daily traffic (AADT) volumes along Elizabeth Drive (collected by Tracsis in
2015) are shown in Figure 2-7.
Existing traffic volumes along Elizabeth Drive have been further extrapolated into
eastbound, westbound and peak demands, as shown in Table 2-14. The weekend
traffic volumes are significantly less than the weekday volumes as noted by the much
higher weekday five-day AADT compared to the seven day AADT.
Table 2-14 Elizabeth Drive traffic counts by direction
Elizabeth Drive
monitoring location

Direction

7-day AADT
(veh)

5-day
AADT
(veh)

AM peak
(veh/hr)

PM peak
(veh/hr)

A9 The Northern Road to
Luddenham Road

EB
WB

4200
4200

4600
4600

670
250

270
610

Badgerys Creek Road to
Devonshire Road

EB
WB

5500
5700

6230
6500

890
350

390
830

Devonshire Road to
Mamre Road

EB
WB

8000
9000

9900
10,800

940
540

630
1200

Mamre Road to Wallgrove
Road

EB
WB

10,200
10,800

12,300
13,100

1200
730

800
1400

Wallgrove Road to M7
southbound on/off ramps

EB
WB

12,800
12,800

14,800
14,700

1000
1000

1200
1300

While the traffic volumes in Table 2-14 highlight current traffic volumes in the study
area, the justification for a new motorway connection, the M12 Motorway, is the
future development of the area. This includes the development of the western
Sydney airport at Badgerys Creek and urban development through the Western
Sydney Priority Growth Area.
Western Sydney Priority Growth Area
Structure plans for the former Broader Western Sydney Employment Area and the
former South West Growth Centre were released prior to the announcement of the
amalgamation of these two areas to the Western Sydney Priority Growth Area. These
structure plans included the road network plans and showed that the plans between
the two precincts were consistent. There was a proposed deviation of Mamre Road
to connect to Devonshire Road at Elizabeth Drive to provide a north-south
connection between Broader Western Sydney Employment Area and the South West
Growth Centre.
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Figure 2-6 Noise sensitive receivers
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Figure 2-7 Two-way, 7-day AADT along Elizabeth Drive
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The other main north-south connections identified were:
•
Badgerys Creek Road, which would be extended north of Elizabeth Drive
(identified in the WSEA Transport Planning – Preliminary Analysis, June 2013)
•
Lawsons Road, which would be extended north of Elizabeth Drive (instead of
Badgerys Creek Road) (identified in the SWGC Integrated Transport and Land
Use Planning, July 2015).
With the development of the western Sydney airport and Badgerys Creek Road being
in the airport site, it is unlikely that the option to use Badgerys Creek Road as a main
arterial through the Western Sydney Priority Growth Area would be feasible. As such,
it is more likely that Lawsons Road will be the north-south arterial road.
The M12 Motorway forms an important piece of infrastructure for the area and Roads
and Maritime are consulting with Department of Planning and Environment on
integration with future land use plans for the area.
Western Sydney airport at Badgerys Creek
Based on the western Sydney airport draft Environmental Impact Statement (DIRD,
2015), around 42,000 daily traffic movements (to and from the airport) is anticipated.
This consists of around 31,500 passenger movements, 10,000 staff movements and
just under 600 freight vehicle movements.
The proposed M12 Motorway would need to cater for all traffic generated by the new
airport as well as increased local development and regional traffic. This includes the
support services to the airport, which would develop around the airport site. The M12
Motorway would have provision for three interchanges to cater for this traffic. These
would be at:
•
The Northern Road (to accommodate traffic from the Western Sydney Priority
Growth Area and further afield)
•
Airport access road (to accommodate airport visitors and staff, including bus
services and freight vehicles)
•
M7 Motorway (to accommodate traffic from wider afield – such as Sydney and
the M4 Motorway).
In addition, the M12 Motorway would not preclude an interchange at Mamre Road,
should one be required in the future due to traffic numbers.
As the M12 Motorway would be a controlled access motorway (that is, it would have
limited access points), Elizabeth Drive would continue to cater for local trips.

2.8.2

Freight

Existing situation
Elizabeth Drive is designated a heavy vehicle route for use by 4.6 metre high
vehicles, 19 metre B-double vehicles, 23 metre B-double vehicles and 25/26 metre
B-double vehicles.
Eighty seven per cent of vehicles travelling along the western end of Elizabeth Drive
are classified as light vehicles (C1 and C2). Of the 13 per cent heavy vehicle
volumes (recorded by Tracsis, July 2015), the main types of trucks using this road
are classified C3 (two-axle trucks) or C9 (six-axle articulated trucks).
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As with the traffic flow patterns noted in Section 2.8.1, the commercial vehicle flows
are much higher along the eastern end of Elizabeth Drive than the western end. This
is due to the increase in number of industrial and commercial businesses located
around Elizabeth Drive supplying demand to the rest of Sydney via Elizabeth Drive
and the M7 Motorway. Between Mamre Road and Wallgrove Road the two-way
seven-day AADT for commercial vehicles is around 3500 vehicles per day. The daily
flow along the western end between The Northern Road and Luddenham Road is
almost a third of this with only 1300 vehicles per day.
Future demands
Future freight demands are expected to grow considerably with the development of
the Western Sydney Priority Growth Area and the western Sydney airport which will
attract major freight and logistics companies. As well as the need to provide
improved road access, a freight line (South West Rail Link Extension Corridor) is
currently being considered to the west of the study area.

2.8.3

Active transport (walking and cycling)

There are no existing, dedicated walking and cycling facilities in the study area.
There are a number of active transport paths on adjoining routes including an offroad facility along the length of the M7 and an on-road path along the eastern end of
Elizabeth Drive, from the M7 through to Liverpool (outside the scope of this study).
Cycleway infrastructure in the study area is shown in Figure 2-8.
There is also a popular mountain bike trail through the Western Sydney Parklands
south of Elizabeth Drive. This is a recreational cyclist facility and does not provide
any connectivity to other cycleways for commuter cyclists.

2.8.4

Public transport

As the land use in the study area is semi-rural, the population density is low and
there are limited public transport options. There are two public bus services that
operate along Elizabeth Drive:
•
Route 801 – Liverpool to Badgerys Creek
•

Route 813 – Fairfield to Bonnyrigg.

Bus route 789 also runs perpendicular to the study area along The Northern Road,
between Luddenham and Penrith. All bus routes through the study area are shown in
Figure 2-9.
As shown in these route diagrams, buses only travel along the eastern end of
Elizabeth Drive; there are no bus services or bus facilities along the western end.
There are no rail facilities in the study area. The closest interchange to the study area
is Liverpool Station, around 11 kilometres east of Elizabeth Drive, where passengers
can travel on the Cumberland Line, Airport/Inner West & South Line, Bankstown Line
and the South West Rail Link services.
However, with the area to be substantially developed, rail infrastructure is also being
proposed, with services to use through the Southern Sydney Freight line. This would
provide an additional rail line through the Western Sydney Priority Growth Area and
Western Sydney Employment Area, incorporating a stop at the western Sydney
airport at Badgerys Creek.
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Figure 2-8 Existing cycleways through the study area (Source: www.rms.nsw.gov.au)
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Figure 2-9 Public transport through the study area
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2.9

Soils, contamination and water

2.9.1

General topography

The study area generally comprises fairly flat-lying or gently undulating topography
across the western half, with some low, rolling hills across the eastern boundary near
Mt Vernon and the Western Sydney Parklands. While ground elevations vary from
about 90 metres Australian Height Datum (AHD) in the west to about 110 metres
AHD in the east, the lowest lying areas are in the middle of the study area. This area
is dissected by the natural system of creeks and minor channels that flow from south
to north. The lowest point is between the Badgerys Creek and South Creek crossings
at about 40 metres AHD.

2.9.2

Geology

The Triassic rocks (including the Wianamatta Group) have been affected by later
tectonic activity, and this is evident by jointing and faulting in the rock masses of the
Sydney Basin. Geological structures associated with the Triassic rock formations
may include doleritic dykes (igneous intrusives), either singly or in swarms, and minor
faults.
The main dyke orientations are associated with faulting, with strike in a north-west to
south-east direction predominating. Faulting (and associated jointing), however, is
not extensively developed in the Wianamatta Group. Faults typically have steep dips
(greater than 60 degrees) and mainly strike nor-north-west and north-west.

2.9.3

Soils

Based on the Soils Landscapes Map (Penrith Sheet 9030), four types of soil
landscapes occur in the study area: Blacktown, Luddenham, Picton and South
Creek. The first three are associated with the Wianamatta Group shales that underlie
the whole of the study area. The soils can be up to 1.5 metres thick, derived from
weathering of the shales, and typically display a high erosion potential and moderate
to high reactivity. The Blacktown and Luddenham soils predominate, with Picton soils
expected to be encountered near the eastern and western boundaries of the study
area.
The South Creek soils are deep, layered, alluvial soils occurring in the creek
channels and floodplain areas. The depth of alluvium, particularly in the main creek
channels, may be several metres thick. Red and yellow podzolic soils (these are
typically leached soils) are commonly found in the floodplain terraces.

2.9.4

Soil contamination

A limited desktop assessment was undertaken for the study area reviewing previous
investigations undertaken in the study area as well as checking the EPA
Contaminated Lands Record Register.
The study area comprises predominantly rural-residential and open space land uses.
This includes agricultural land uses (market gardens, horticultural and grazing lands).
The Elizabeth Drive landfill is in the study area, north of Elizabeth Drive. There are a
number of waterway crossings: Badgerys Creek, South Creek and Kemps Creek.
A search of the NSW Environment Protection Authority (EPA) Contaminated Land
Records Register on 11 August 2015 identified:
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•
•
•
•

Eleven notices relating to four sites in the Fairfield local government area
(LGA)
Twelve notices relating to two sites in the Liverpool LGA
Twenty-two notices relating to seven sites in the Penrith LGA
No declared and/or notified contaminated sites in and/or near the study area.

Based on the limited desktop review of data the indicative contamination risk is likely
to be associated with the following:
•

Agricultural land usage based on potential for contamination via the application
of pesticides, herbicides and fertilisers

•
•

Elizabeth Drive landfill (EPL 4068)
Localised hydrocarbon contamination associated with service stations, vehicle
access tracks, roads and onsite fuel tanks on farmland
Industrial sites including the brickworks and quarry sites

•
•
•
•
•
•

Asbestos Containing Material (ACM) associated with former farm infrastructure
Buried fill material (including ACM)
Inappropriate waste disposal
Previous use of septic tanks in the agricultural areas
There is also heavy metals potential associated with old fertilisers or previous
activities.

Environmental field survey of Commonwealth land at Badgerys Creek identified that
‘the site of the former Anchau vineyard (1880 The Northern Road) had been used for
the illegal dumping of waste material. This may have resulted in contamination of the
land and there may also be hazardous materials present.’ This is well outside the
study area, but upstream of Oaky Creek.
The Elizabeth Drive landfill takes waste from Penrith and Liverpool council areas and
is next to the Advanced Waste Treatment Facility at Kemps Creek. The landfill
accepts solid non-putrescible, commercial and industrial waste, construction and
demolition waste and restricted waste. It is the only landfill site that can accept
restricted solid waste in NSW. The landfill site is subject to an Environment
Protection Licence under the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997. As
part of this licence, regular monitoring is required for leachate, groundwater and wet
weather discharges. The latest reporting shows there are no exceedances of the
parameters controlled by the licence. A section on the southern portion of the landfill
site has been filled to capacity and is capped.

2.9.5

Acid sulfate soils

Acid sulfate soils are typically found in estuarine and alluvial environments that are
low-lying and near the coastline (generally at less than 10 metres AHD). Based on
the ground elevations and the nature of the alluvium in this area, the Acid Sulfate
Soils Probability Map shows that the probability of encountering acid sulfate soils in
the study area is extremely low.

2.9.6

Salinity

Salinity in western Sydney was mapped as part of the then NSW Department of
Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources salinity potential map (2002). These
maps show land in the study area to generally have moderate salinity potential.
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Smaller areas associated with drainage lines were mapped as having known salinity
or high salinity potential.

2.9.7

Groundwater

The direction of groundwater flow is likely to be controlled by the proximity to local
surface water bodies and areas of higher permeability alluvium. Regional
groundwater flow direction is expected to be consistent with the topography:
generally south to north towards South Creek.
Groundwater levels along the proposed route alignments can be expected to vary
depending on topography, proximity to creeks, and stratigraphic profile. Shallow,
perched groundwater tables can be expected to be found in the lower-lying floodplain
areas near natural creek channels.
Field survey of Commonwealth land at Badgerys Creek identified ‘two aquifers in the
airport options sites, a shallow aquifer in Quaternary alluvium and a deeper regional
aquifer in the Bringelly Shale formation. Groundwater flow is in a north-east direction
and water quality in both aquifers is saline’.

2.9.8

Surface water

Field survey of Commonwealth land at Badgerys Creek in September 2014 involved
some water quality testing. Slightly higher than normal levels of hydrocarbons were
identified. These exceedances were at very low levels and could be due to several
causes. As the sample location is close to roads, the water quality could have been
influenced by stormwater runoff. Low levels of hydrocarbons can also occur naturally
and be associated with certain types of vegetation (such as camphor laurel).

2.10

Landscape character

The landscape character of the study area varies from rural in the west, around the
Western Sydney Parklands, to semi-rural through the remainder of the study area.

2.10.1 Landscape
The landscape in and around the study area is considered to be typical of the
Cumberland Plain, with rolling hills and small valleys between generally north–south
ridge lines. In the east and west of the study area, topography is gently undulating,
flattening out in the middle of the study area, where it passes through the floodplains
associated with Cosgrove Creek, Oaky Creek, Badgerys Creek, South Creek and
Kemps Creek. There are also numerous farm dams in the area.
Elizabeth Drive follows the undulating topography, crossing over ridge lines while
avoiding the steepest slopes. The degree of modification to the landscape, in terms
of cut and fill embankments, is relatively low and this is helped by the relatively
narrow footprint of the road, which consists of only one lane in each direction, with
occasional turning lanes and breakdown shoulders.
The undulating topography of the study area means there are some wide-ranging
views providing pastoral scenic views. In the western part of the study area, as it
rises to meet The Northern Road, there are views west to the World Heritage listed
Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Area.
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2.10.2 Land use
The land use in the study area is a mix of semi-rural residences, agriculture and
commercial properties. Features in the study area include the Elizabeth Drive landfill
site, quarries, and farm dams. To the east of the study area, the suburbs of Kemps
Creek, Cecil Park and, more so, Mount Vernon, are associated with smaller ruralresidential property lots. These areas are characterised by urban and village features
including schools and local retail/commercial outlets as well as residential properties.
A number of roads traverse the study area. The main arterial roads are Elizabeth
Drive, Mamre Road and The Northern Road. The M7 Motorway is located at the
eastern extent of the study area.

2.10.3 Vegetation
Most of the study area has been cleared or modified due to urban development for
agricultural, commercial, rural residential and industrial land uses. The remaining
large stands of vegetation are either connected to riparian corridors or in parks and
reserves, such as Kemps Creek Nature Reserve, Overett Park, Western Sydney
Parklands and Bill Anderson Park.
The Elizabeth Drive road reserve is generally tree lined. However, other local roads
in the study area are mostly cleared, partially due to utility easements.
While limited, vegetation corridors do make a significant visual contribution to the
scale and character of the study area.

2.10.4 Hydrology and drainage
Five creeks traverse the study area in a north–south orientation. Kemps Creek,
South Creek Badgerys Creek, Oaky Creek and Cosgrove Creek are tributaries of the
South Creek sub-catchment, which falls in the Hawkesbury Nepean River system.
Generally, all of these watercourses are quite degraded and have been adversely
affected by domestic livestock, urban expansion and intensive agricultural activities
including grazing and cropping. Typically, all five creeks have a permanent creek line
with a continuous tree canopy in the study area and each is prone to flooding.

2.10.5 Future development
There is substantial new development planned either side of Elizabeth Drive,
associated with the Western Sydney Priority Growth Area. This will fundamentally
change the land use and landscape character of the area, as will the development of
the proposed western Sydney airport at Badgerys Creek. The project provides an
opportunity to provide an urban design solution as a gateway to Sydney.

2.10.6 Views
Views across the study area are shown in Plates 1 to 8 over the next few pages.
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Plate 1: Tree-lined Elizabeth Drive

Plate 2: Open pastoral views

Plate 3: Rural view with views towards a quarry-

Plate 4: Rural view with views towards a farm
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Plate 5: Views towards Blue Mountains from The Northern Road

Plate 6: Rural view

Plate 7: Kemps Creek village shops on Elizabeth Drive

Plate 8: Rural view
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2.11

Utilities

The study area has a wide range of utility installations and facilities including water
and gas pipelines, overhead electrical transmission lines, substations, mobile phone
towers and radar installations. Utilities are shown in Table 2-15 and shown in Figure
2-10.
Table 2-15 Summary of utility facilities
Utility
authority

Asset

Location

Sydney
Water

General water mains

Many and varied

DN450 DICL/CICL & DN300
CICL

Along Elizabeth Drive from Cecil Park
Reservoir to Devonshire Road SyW3.1

DN500 CICL

From Cecil Park Reservoir, crossing
Elizabeth Drive and along Wallgrove
Road SyW3.2

DN450 DICL

Exits Cecil Park Reservoir, running in
direction of M7 south SyW3.3

Future plans for a 4.3 km long
DN1200 water main

From Cecil Park Reservoir, parallel to
proposed M12 Motorway, up to
Devonshire Road and Western Road

Future plans for additional
reservoir at Cecil Park Reservoir

South of Elizabeth Drive, in Western
Sydney Parklands

Water NSW
(State Water
& Sydney
Catchment
Authority)

Upper Canal

Runs north–south near M7 Motorway
interchange

Telstra

Minor services

Many and varied

Exchanges

Kemps Creek (Elizabeth Drive just east of
Duff Road)

Mobile towers

Luddenham Road
Off Elizabeth Drive opposite Lawson
Road
Mamre Road
Next to Cecil Park Radio Tower

Main distribution fibre optic and
copper cables

Along most main roads (Elizabeth Drive,
Cecil Road, Duff Road, Mamre Road,
Devonshire Road, Western Road,
Badgerys Creek Road, Luddenham
Road)

Cable amplifications (mainly
fibre optic)

Along proposed M12 Motorway from
Kemps Creek to the proposed western
Sydney airport

Central trunk – Primary Main
5000–7000 kPa

North–south Wilton to Horsley Park near
M7/Elizabeth Drive JG3.1

150 mm diameter main
1200 kPa

Along Elizabeth Drive JG3.2

100 mm diameter main 1050
kPa

Along Devonshire Road JG3.3

Jemena
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Asset

Location

Possible new pipeline to supply
proposed western Sydney
airport

Elizabeth Drive or M12 Motorway

Overhead power – 500 kV
double circuit line

Crossing Elizabeth Drive near Mamre
Road TG3.1

Overhead power – 330 kV
single circuit line

Crossing Elizabeth Drive near Duff Road
TG3.2
Crossing Elizabeth Drive near Kosovich
Close TG3.3

Overhead power – 330 kV
single circuit

Crossing Elizabeth Drive near Adams
Road (near proposed western Sydney
airport site) TG2.1

465 – 33 kV line

Parallel to Elizabeth Drive

93X – 132 kV line

Crossing east of Elizabeth Drive / Mamre
Road intersection

93U – 132 kV line

Crossing south of M7 / Elizabeth Drive
intersection

Substations

Kemps Creek substation near Devonshire
Road

Future feeders eg 33 kV line
(not confirmed)

South Western Priority Growth Area

Future 132 kV line

From Kemps Creek bulk supply north
across Elizabeth Drive and connection to
the proposed airport site

Future 132 kV line

From Kemps Creek bulk supply to 512
Kemps Creek substation

General

Various

Cecil Park radio tower

South of Elizabeth Drive between Cecil
Road and Duff Road

Fibre optic cable

Crosses the M4 Motorway at corner of
The Northern Road and Homestead

Fuel supplier,
eg Caltex

Aviation fuel line

Feasibility study indicates routes either
from Plumpton, Clyde, Sydney Airport or
Kurnell

Sydney
Trains

GST and high voltage provision
for traction power

To service the extension to Sydney Metro
Northwest

Federal
Government

Radar installation

South of Elizabeth Drive between Cecil
Road and Duff Road

Utility
authority

Transgrid

Endeavour
Energy

Optus
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Figure 2-10 Utilities infrastructure
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3

Community consultation

3.1

Communication and engagement objectives

The communication and engagement objectives for the project are to:
•
Provide regular and targeted information to build awareness about the new
motorway and the likely impacts and benefits of the project
•

Provide clear direction to the community and stakeholders about whether we
are providing information or seeking feedback so expectations are clear at all
stages

•

Ensure community and stakeholder views are continuously fed into the
project’s development and used to understand and effectively assess impacts
Collaborate with government agencies and local councils to ensure a whole-ofgovernment approach and consistent key messages.

•

3.2

Previous consultation activities

Community consultation on the project was carried out in conjunction with the wider
WSIP consultation between Monday 13 July 2015 and Friday 14 August 2015. Four
WSIP projects were the subject of the consultation activities, which included
announcing the start of the M12 Motorway investigations and identifying the project
study area.
During the consultation period, the WSIP team held a number of community events
to give the community a chance to hear more about the projects, meet the project
team and have their say. Community members were encouraged to provide their
feedback, leave comments and make submissions at the information sessions or via
mail, email or phone contact with the project team. Project information was also
available on the Roads and Maritime website. Details on the construction tools and
activities that were undertaken are detailed in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1 Consultation tools and activities
Tool/activity
Details
Community update
newsletter

Community update newsletters were produced for each of the projects on
public display. Each included a general overview of WSIP, key features of
the specific proposal and further information on providing feedback
(including the information sessions).
The newsletters were available online and at all community information
sessions, and were also letterbox dropped to 20,700 local residences across
the different project areas.

Postcard

A postcard was mailed to 47,000 local residences outlining WSIP, the
projects on public display and further information on providing feedback
(including the information sessions).

Door knock

590 homes were door knocked at the beginning of consultation. The
purpose was to notify impacted home owners and residents of the projects
and provide dates for the upcoming community information sessions. The
relevant community update newsletter was passed to the resident. Where
the door knock was unsuccessful, a ‘Sorry We Missed You’ flyer was left at
the premises.

Media release

A media release was distributed to all major Sydney metro and local western
Sydney publications on 14 July. It was titled ‘Next major road upgrade
stages announced for western Sydney’ and encouraged local community
members and stakeholders to get involved in the consultation process.

Newspaper

Eleven newspaper advertisements appeared between 14 and 21 July to
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Tool/activity

Details

advertisement

raise awareness of the consultation and information sessions.
Publications included the Penrith Press, Penrith Gazette, Penrith Western
Weekender, South West Advertiser, Macarthur Chronicle, Liverpool Leader,
Liverpool Champion, Sydney Morning Herald and Daily Telegraph.

Email

Direct emails were sent from Roads and Maritime to general stakeholders
(community members and groups), local members of parliament (MPs) and
other government stakeholders to raise awareness of the consultation and
information sessions.
A reminder email noting that consultation was closing on 14 August was
also sent to stakeholders.

SMS

Reminder SMS messages were sent to an existing stakeholder and
community database on the day before each information session.

Webpage

The project webpage (www.rms.nsw.gov.au/wsip) was updated on 13 July
with the latest project information including all relevant community update
newsletters and information on how to submit feedback. There were total of
3856 unique page visitors during the consultation period.

WSIP Portal

An interactive and user-friendly web portal
(www.communityanalytics.com.au/wsip) covering all aspects of the WSIP
was launched on 13 July. The web portal also includes a video outlining the
plan and provides a space for viewers to leave feedback. There were a total
of 2836 unique visitors to the web portal during the consultation period. A
banner directing people to the portal was placed on the Roads and Maritime
home page.

Information sessions

Six community information and feedback sessions were held between 22
July and 8 August 2015. The purpose was to provide the community with an
opportunity to view all display materials, talk with members of the project
team and submit their feedback in person.
Project teams from Transport for NSW, Sydney Water, Department of
Planning and Environment, and the Department of Infrastructure and
Regional Development were also present at the sessions to provide
information on other projects in the area.
The community information and feedback sessions were:
Wednesday 22 July, 4pm – 8pm
Penrith Anglican College Gymnasium
Saturday 25 July, 12pm – 3pm
Bringelly Community Centre
Wednesday 29 July, 3pm – 7pm
Holy Family Primary School Hall
Saturday 1 August, 11am – 2pm
Glenmore Park Youth and Community Centre
Thursday 6 August, 3pm – 7pm
Kemps Creek Public School Hall
Saturday 8 August, 12pm – 3pm
Holy Family Primary School Hall

Electronic variable
message signs (VMS)

Eight VMS were on display across The Northern Road, Elizabeth Drive and
Bringelly Road during the consultation period to notify the community about
upcoming information sessions.

Project posters

Project posters were displayed during the consultation period at Penrith
Library, Penrith Civic Centre, Narellan Library, Camden Council, Camden
Library, Liverpool Library, Liverpool Council and Fairfield Council.

Stakeholder briefings
and one-to-one
property owner
meetings with
property owners

The project team held one-to-one meetings with stakeholders and property
owners such as private property owners; Penrith City Council; Liverpool City
Council; Department of Defence; Heritage Branch, NSW Office of
Environment and Heritage; University of Sydney; Penrith Golf and
Recreation Club Ltd; Kindelon Pty Ltd; Westlink M7; Jamie Briggs’ Office;
Luddenham Public School; Holy Family Catholic Primary School;
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Tool/activity

Details
Luddenham Post Office; Duncan Gay, Minister for Roads, Maritime and
Freight; Stuart Ayres, Member for Penrith; Tanya Davies, Member for
Mulgoa; and Fiona Scott; Member for Lindsay.

3.2.1

Submissions received

Feedback in relation to the M12 Motorway project included the following concerns
and suggestions:
•
•

Lack of consultation
Design of the project and consideration of limitations on the M12 Motorway
alignment from the proposed airport at Badgerys Creek

•
•

Impacts on existing homes
Direct impacts on operating farms and commercial properties including farm
dams and access
Property acquisition

•
•
•
•
•
•

Identification of threatened species in the study area
Need to preserve vegetation in the study area and the Western Sydney
Parklands
Suggestions for the location of the M12 Motorway
Request for a dedicated cycleway or shared paths in the M12 design
Need to limit impact on the Wylde Mountain Bike Trail

•
•

Economic impact on existing businesses on Elizabeth Drive
Consideration for the upgrade of Elizabeth Drive rather than an M12 Motorway.

3.3

Stakeholder consultation

As part of the assessment of the long list route options, Roads and Maritime
undertook a range of meetings with stakeholders including:
•
Commonwealth Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development
•
•

Westlink M7
Western Sydney Parklands Trust.

In addition a Value Management Workshop was held. Stakeholder attendees
included:
•
Commonwealth Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NSW Department of Planning and Environment
Western Sydney Parklands Trust
Westlink M7
Transport Management Centre (Transport for NSW)
Transurban
Penrith City Council
Fairfield City Council

•

Liverpool City Council.
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3.4

Consultation currently being undertaken

Roads and Maritime are seeking feedback on the shortlisted route options as part of
this report. To facilitate feedback, the following consultation is being undertaken:
•
Distributing a community update newsletter with details about the shortlisted
route options to all properties in the study area to explain the process used to
identify the shortlisted route options
•
Visiting all affected properties within the route options to talk to property owners
•
Hosting four community information sessions where people can talk to
members of the project team
•
Updating the Western Sydney Infrastructure Plan online portal to include an
animated video, community update and the shortlisted options report
•
Media release and advertisements in local newspapers
•

3.5

Briefing of project key stakeholders.

Future consultation

Future consultation activities will comprise:
•
Newsletters to update the community on the current stage of the project
(regularly throughout the development of the project)
•
Community information sessions and stakeholder briefings to provide the
community with the opportunity to give feedback and comment at the
identification of the preferred route and on the release of the EIS
•
The use of Consultation Manager software to record all contact with the
community and stakeholders, their issues and concerns (through the
development of the project)
•
The project website at rms.nsw.gov.au/wsip will be kept updated (regularly
throughout the development of the project).
Once this consultation period is finished, a consultation summary report will be
prepared and released to the community. All community feedback will be considered
in the ongoing development of the project.
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4

Long list of route options

4.1

Introduction

This section describes the long list of route options for the proposed M12 Motorway
and the process used to identify these options.
The M12 Motorway strategic route options analysis is the process from identification
of a long list of route options to a preferred route (outlined in Figure 4-1).The analysis
has and will identify and assess potential route options for the M12 Motorway. The
analysis considers the ability of a range of options to satisfy social, environmental
and engineering constraints; to service future development including the proposed
western Sydney airport at Badgerys Creek and the WSPGA; and to consider the
future use of the existing Elizabeth Drive.

4.2

Design development

The process for identifying a long list of route options (stage 2 in Figure 4-1) involved
establishing feasible corridors which could satisfy the project objectives and design
principles, including engineering standards and environmental and socio-economic
issues. It took into account opportunities and constraints in the study area.
The software package, ‘Quantm’, was used to develop a range of feasible corridors
by combining design standards, terrain, geological, and hydrological data,
environmental areas, property ownership, and cost information.

4.2.1

Process for identifying the long list of route options

The process used to identify the long list of route options is outlined in this section.
Preparation of data
•

Analysing the entire study area, and areas just beyond the study area, to
identify the engineering, environmental and socio-economic features. These
include geology, soil profiles, 100-year ARI flood zones and levels, constraints
mapping and LIDAR survey

•
•

Establishing and agreeing road standards and criteria for the project
Establishing cost parameters for construction, land acquisition (based on
current land use) and clearing.

Generation of options
•

Gathering input data for the Quantm software package

•

Generating corridors with varying constraints and opportunities to ensure the
analysis extended over the whole study area using a range of scenarios
required
Conducting sensitivity analysis to test the adequacy of the study area and level
of constraint.
Identifying and confirming the long list of route options.

•
•
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Stage 1 Identify
existing study area
constraints

Stage 2 Identify and
assess long list of
route options

Stage 3 Identify and
assess shortlisted
route options

Stage 4 Identify
preferred option

• Review of existing information through database
searches and literature reviews
• Identification of the study area
• Identification and mapping of environmental and
technical constraints.

•Use Quantm computer software to identify long list of
route options and considering environmental and
technical constraints
•Assess long list route options based on constraints
identified in stage one
•This stage assessment is documented in the Options
Identification Report (refer to Appendix A).

•Review long list route options (including input from a
Value Management Workshop) to identify shortlisted
route options
•Undertake further desktop and field investigations of the
shortlisted route options
•This stage assessment is documented in the Shortlisted
Options Report (this report).

•Review shortlisted route options (including input from a
Value Management Workshop) to identify the preferred
route option
•Undertake further investigations of the preferred route
option
•This stage assessment will be documented in a
Preferred Options Report.

Figure 4-1: Strategic route options analysis process
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4.2.2

Road design parameters

Design parameters were identified and incorporated into the Quantm software to help
identify the route options. The design parameters were largely based on the
AustRoads Design Guides, with Roads and Maritime supplements, and the scope of
the project. The inputs used are detailed in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1: Road design parameters
Item

Value

Details

Design parameters for M12 main line
Design speed

110 km/h

100 km/h posted speed plus 10 km/h

Minimum horizontal radius

2000 m

Minimum radius with standard cross fall

Minimum horizontal radius

1200 m

Preferred minimum for the 100 km/h motorway
with super-elevated cross fall

Minimum vertical radius:
crest

K 99

About 990 m radii

Minimum vertical radius: sag

K 51

About 510 m radii

Maximum longitudinal grade

3%

Preferred maximum for this terrain/project

Maximum sustained grade

3% / 1000 m

Maximum length at maximum grade

Pavement depth and subgrade thickness

900 mm

From existing M7 pavement – 30 mm AC over,
270 mm CRCP, over 400 mm DGS/DGB, plus
averaged drainage blanket 0–300 mm

Pavement width (per
carriageway)

14.0 m

3 x 3.5 m traffic lanes in each direction
excluding, 2.5 m to 3 m nearside shoulder, 1 m
offside (median) shoulder

Pavement cross fall (%)

3–5%

Typically 3%; maximum 5%

Shoulder in fill

3m

Assumes next to guardrail

Shoulder in cut

3.5 m

Includes SO gutter

Super-elevation

5%

Maximum

Ditch width

4m

Across the top, with sloped sides to invert below

Ditch depth

0.5 m

Assumed invert at centre

Maximum fill/cut limit

21 m

Fill side slope (V:H)

1 in 3

Trade-off between low and high fill
embankments

Fill step width

4m

Benching

Fill step height

10 m

Toe of fill

Cut side slope (V:H)

1 in 3

Poor erosive soils

Cut step width

4m

Benching

Cut step height

7m

Top of cut

Median width

12 m

Measured from lane edge

Design criteria for ramp connections to M7 and airport spur
Design speed

90 km/h

80 km/h posted speed plus 10 km/h

Minimum horizontal radius
absolute minimum

400 m

Absolute minimum mainline
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Item

Value

Details

Minimum vertical radius crest
curve

K 35.5

About 350 m radii

Minimum vertical radius sag

K 22

About 220 m radii

Maximum design grade

2% uphill

At ramps uphill

4.3

Long list of route options

The Quantm software produced several hundred alignments using varying
parameters and sensitivity analysis. It became evident the project could be divided
into four clear zones from east to west for ease of assessment and comparison.
These zones are identified in Figure 4-2 and are named A, B, C and D.
The corridor options in each zone were identified as follows:
•
•
•
•

Zone A – Corridors A0, A1 and A2
Zone B – Corridors B0, B1, B2, B3 and B4
Zone C – Corridors C0, C1 and C2
Zone D – Corridor D1.

Connecting these corridors across the study area created a number of route options.
However, there were some common connections:
•
Corridor D1 was common to all route options
•
•

Corridors A0, B0 and C0 could only connect to one another
Corridor B4 could only connect to corridor A2.

There 15 possible route options identified, as shown in Figure 4-2 and described in
Table 4-2 and Table 4-3.
Table 4-2 Long list of route options and their corridor option components
Route option

Zone A

Zone B

Zone C

Zone D

1

A0

B0

C0

D1

2

A1

B1

C1

D1

3

A1

B1

C2

D1

4

A1

B2

C1

D1

5

A1

B2

C2

D1

6

A1

B3

C1

D1

7

A1

B3

C2

D1

8

A2

B1

C1

D1

9

A2

B1

C2

D1

10

A2

B2

C1

D1

11

A2

B2

C2

D1

12

A2

B3

C1

D1

13

A2

B3

C2

D1

14

A2

B4

C1

D1

15

A2

B4

C2

D1
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Table 4-3: Description of long list of route options
Route
option

Description

1

Where possible this route option follows the existing alignment of Elizabeth Drive
(100m wide corridor) to maximise use of the existing road reserve. This would
replicate the corridor identified in the Upgrade of Elizabeth Drive EIS (1997) as far
as possible. However, east of Mamre Road, the corridor has been straightened to
meet current design standards.

A0, B0,
C0, D1

This option connects with the M7 Motorway at the existing Elizabeth Drive
interchange and will mostly duplicate Elizabeth Drive to the north of the existing
road.
It connects with The Northern Road about 500 metres north of the existing
Elizabeth Drive roundabout before connecting to the future Outer Sydney Orbital.
2
A1, B1,
C1, D1

The eastern extent of this route option ties into the M7 Motorway with a full
interchange about three kilometres south of the Elizabeth Drive interchange. It
crosses the Western Sydney Parklands in a north-westerly direction before
crossing Elizabeth Drive to the west of the existing Mamre Road intersection.
It travels to the north of the existing Elizabeth Drive road reserve, passing through
the Kemps Creek village shops. It crosses South and Badgerys creeks about 200
metres north of Elizabeth Drive and passes to the south of the landfill facility.
Opposite the western Sydney airport site, the option deviates to the north where an
interchange would be located. It then passes to the south of Blackford Hill, crossing
Luddenham Road 200 metres north of Elizabeth Drive.
It connects with The Northern Road about 500 metres north of the existing
Elizabeth Drive roundabout before connecting to the future Outer Sydney Orbital.

3
A1, B1,
C2, D1

The eastern extent of this route option ties into the M7 Motorway with a full
interchange about three kilometres south of the Elizabeth Drive interchange. It
crosses the Western Sydney Parklands in a north-westerly direction before
crossing Elizabeth Drive to the west of the existing Mamre Road intersection.
It travels to the north of the existing Elizabeth Drive road reserve, passing through
the Kemps Creek village shops. It crosses South and Badgerys creeks about 200
metres north of Elizabeth Drive and passes to the south of the landfill facility.
Opposite the western Sydney airport site, the option travels to the north where an
interchange would be located. It then passes to the north of Blackford Hill, crossing
Luddenham Road about one kilometre north of Elizabeth Drive. It connects with
The Northern Road about 500 metres north of the existing Elizabeth Drive
roundabout before connecting to the future Outer Sydney Orbital.

4
A1, B2,
C1, D1

The eastern extent of this route option ties into the M7 Motorway with a full
interchange about three kilometres south of the Elizabeth Drive interchange. It
crosses the Western Sydney Parklands in a north-westerly direction before
crossing Elizabeth Drive to the west of the existing Mamre Road intersection.
It travels along the edge of Mamre Road for around one kilometre, before heading
in a westerly direction. This option travels to the north across Kemps Creek and
north of the village without impacting on the shops fronting Elizabeth Drive. It
crosses South Creek and skirts to the south of the landfill site and crosses
Badgerys Creek before providing an interchange to the proposed western Sydney
airport site. The distance between the corridor and Elizabeth Drive varies, at its
greatest separation it is 700 metres away.
This option then crosses Cosgrove and Oaky creeks near the confluence of the
creeks, before crossing Luddenham Road just north of the intersection with
Elizabeth Drive. It is typically 50–500 metres north of Elizabeth Drive in this section.
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Route
option

Description
It connects with The Northern Road about 500 metres north of the existing
Elizabeth Drive roundabout before connecting to the future Outer Sydney Orbital.

5
A1, B2,
C2, D1

The eastern extent of this route option ties into the M7 Motorway with a full
interchange about three kilometres south of the Elizabeth Drive interchange. It
crosses the Western Sydney Parklands in a north-westerly direction before
crossing Elizabeth Drive to the west of the existing Mamre Road intersection.
It travels along the edge of Mamre Road for around one kilometre, before heading
in a westerly direction. This option travels to the north around Kemps Creek and the
village without impacting on the shops fronting Elizabeth Drive. It crosses South
Creek and skirts to the south of the landfill site and crosses Badgerys Creek before
providing an interchange to the proposed western Sydney airport site. The distance
between the corridor and Elizabeth Drive varies, at its greatest separation it is 700
metres away.
Opposite the western Sydney airport site, the option travels to the north where an
interchange would be located. It then passes to the north of Blackford Hill, crossing
Luddenham Road about one kilometre north of Elizabeth Drive. It connects with
The Northern Road about 500 metres north of the existing Elizabeth Drive
roundabout before connecting to the future Outer Sydney Orbital.

6
A1, B3,
C1, D1

The eastern extent of this route option ties into the M7 Motorway with a full
interchange about three kilometres south of the Elizabeth Drive interchange. It
crosses the Western Sydney Parklands in a north-westerly direction before
crossing Elizabeth Drive to the west of the existing Mamre Road intersection.
It travels along the edge of Mamre Road for around one kilometre, before heading
in a westerly direction, passing north of the Elizabeth Drive landfill facility. It crosses
South and Badgerys creeks about 200 metres north of Elizabeth Drive and passes
to the south of the landfill facility.
Opposite the western Sydney airport site, the option deviates to the north where an
interchange would be located. It then passes to the south of Blackford Hill, crossing
Luddenham Road 200 metres north of Elizabeth Drive. It connects with The
Northern Road about 500 metres north of the existing Elizabeth Drive roundabout
before connecting to the future Outer Sydney Orbital.

7
A1, B3,
C2, D1

The eastern extent of this route option ties into the M7 Motorway with a full
interchange about three kilometres south of the Elizabeth Drive interchange. It
crosses the Western Sydney Parklands in a north-westerly direction before
crossing Elizabeth Drive to the west of the existing Mamre Road intersection.
It travels along the edge of Mamre Road for around one kilometre, before heading
in a westerly direction, passing north of the Elizabeth Drive landfill facility. It crosses
South and Badgerys creeks about 200 metres north of Elizabeth Drive.
Opposite the western Sydney airport site, the option travels to the north where an
interchange would be located. It then passes to the north of Blackford Hill, crossing
Luddenham Road about one kilometre north of Elizabeth Drive. It connects with
The Northern Road about 500 metres north of the existing Elizabeth Drive
roundabout before connecting to the future Outer Sydney Orbital.

8
A2, B1,
C1, D1

This option connects to the M7 Motorway at the same location as the existing
Elizabeth Drive interchange. It travels west, sharing the same alignment as
Elizabeth Drive before deviating north to the east of Duff Road. The option passes
through Mount Vernon and crosses Mamre Road 400–700 metres north of
Elizabeth Drive.
It travels to the north of the existing Elizabeth Drive road reserve, passing through
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Route
option

Description
the Kemps Creek village shops. It crosses South and Badgerys creeks about 200
metres north of Elizabeth Drive and passes to the south of the landfill facility.
Opposite the western Sydney airport site, the option deviates to the north where an
interchange would be located. It then passes to the south of Blackford Hill, crossing
Luddenham Road 200 metres north of Elizabeth Drive. It connects with The
Northern Road about 500 metres north of the existing Elizabeth Drive roundabout
before connecting to the future Outer Sydney Orbital.

9
A2, B1,
C2, D1

This option connects to the M7 Motorway at the same location as the existing
Elizabeth Drive interchange. It travels west, sharing the same alignment as
Elizabeth Drive before deviating north to the east of Duff Road. The option passes
through Mount Vernon and crosses Mamre Road 400–700 metres north of
Elizabeth Drive.
It travels to the north of the existing Elizabeth Drive road reserve, passing through
the Kemps Creek village shops. It crosses South and Badgerys creeks about 200
metres north of Elizabeth Drive and passes to the south of the landfill facility.
Opposite the western Sydney airport site, the option travels to the north where an
interchange would be located. It then passes to the north of Blackford Hill, crossing
Luddenham Road about one kilometre north of Elizabeth Drive. It connects with
The Northern Road about 500 metres north of the existing Elizabeth Drive
roundabout before connecting to the future Outer Sydney Orbital.

10
A2, B2,
C1, D1

This option connects to the M7 Motorway at the same location as the existing
Elizabeth Drive interchange. It travels west, sharing the same alignment as
Elizabeth Drive before deviating north to the east of Duff Road. The option passes
through Mount Vernon and crosses Mamre Road 400–700 metres north of
Elizabeth Drive.
It travels along the edge of Mamre Road for around one kilometre, before heading
in a westerly direction. This option travels to the north around Kemps Creek and the
village without impacting on the shops fronting Elizabeth Drive. It crosses South
Creek and skirts to the south of the landfill site and crosses Badgerys Creek before
providing an interchange to the proposed western Sydney airport site. The distance
between the corridor and Elizabeth Drive varies, at its greatest separation it is 700
metres away.
This option then crosses Cosgrove and Oaky creeks near the confluence of the
creeks, before crossing Luddenham Road just north of the intersection with
Elizabeth Drive. It is typically 50–500 metres north of Elizabeth Drive in this section.
It connects with The Northern Road about 500 metres north of the existing
Elizabeth Drive roundabout before connecting to the future Outer Sydney Orbital.

11
A2, B2,
C2, D1

This option connects to the M7 Motorway at the same location as the existing
Elizabeth Drive interchange. It travels west, sharing the same alignment as
Elizabeth Drive before deviating north to the east of Duff Road. The option passes
through Mount Vernon and crosses Mamre Road 400–700 metres north of
Elizabeth Drive.
It travels along the edge of Mamre Road for around one kilometre, before heading
in a westerly direction. This option travels to the north around Kemps Creek and the
village without impacting on the shops fronting Elizabeth Drive. It crosses South
Creek and skirts to the south of the landfill site and crosses Badgerys Creek before
providing an interchange to the proposed western Sydney airport site. The distance
between the corridor and Elizabeth Drive varies, at its greatest separation it is 700
metres away.
Opposite the western Sydney airport site, the option travels to the north where an
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Route
option

Description
interchange would be located. It then passes to the north of Blackford Hill, crossing
Luddenham Road about one kilometre north of Elizabeth Drive. It connects with
The Northern Road about 500 metres north of the existing Elizabeth Drive
roundabout before connecting to the future Outer Sydney Orbital.

12
A2, B3,
C1, D1

This option connects to the M7 Motorway at the same location as the existing
Elizabeth Drive interchange. It travels west, sharing the same alignment as
Elizabeth Drive before deviating north to the east of Duff Road. The option passes
through Mount Vernon and crosses Mamre Road 400–700 metres north of
Elizabeth Drive.
It travels along the edge of Mamre Road for around one kilometre, before heading
in a westerly direction, passing north of the Elizabeth Drive landfill facility. It crosses
South and Badgerys creeks about 200 metres north of Elizabeth Drive.
Opposite the western Sydney airport site, the option deviates to the north where an
interchange would be located. It then passes to the south of Blackford Hill, crossing
Luddenham Road 200 metres north of Elizabeth Drive. It connects with The
Northern Road about 500 metres north of the existing Elizabeth Drive roundabout
before connecting to the future Outer Sydney Orbital.

13
A2, B3,
C2, D1

This option connects to the M7 Motorway at the same location as the existing
Elizabeth Drive interchange. It travels west, sharing the same alignment as
Elizabeth Drive before deviating north to the east of Duff Road. The option passes
through Mount Vernon and crosses Mamre Road 400–700 metres north of
Elizabeth Drive.
It travels along the edge of Mamre Road for around one kilometre, before heading
in a westerly direction, passing north of the Elizabeth Drive landfill facility. It crosses
South and Badgerys creeks about 200 metres north of Elizabeth Drive and passes
to the south of the landfill facility.
Opposite the western Sydney airport site, the option travels to the north where an
interchange would be located. It then passes to the north of Blackford Hill, crossing
Luddenham Road about one kilometre north of Elizabeth Drive. It connects with
The Northern Road about 500 metres north of the existing Elizabeth Drive
roundabout before connecting to the future Outer Sydney Orbital.

14
A2, B4,
C1, D1

This option connects to the M7 Motorway at the same location as the existing
Elizabeth Drive interchange. It travels west, sharing the same alignment as
Elizabeth Drive before deviating north to the east of Duff Road. The option passes
through Mount Vernon and along Mamre Road, before crossing Mamre Road near
Kerrs Road.
It travels north-west then westerly, crossing Kemps and South creeks to pass north
of the Elizabeth Drive landfill facility, before crossing Badgerys Creek about 1.5
kilometres north of Elizabeth Drive. The option then travels south with an
interchange located for access to the western Sydney airport.
It then passes to the south of Blackford Hill, crossing Luddenham Road 200 metres
north of Elizabeth Drive. It connects with The Northern Road about 500 metres
north of the existing Elizabeth Drive roundabout before connecting to the future
Outer Sydney Orbital.

15
A2, B4,
C2, D1

This option connects to the M7 Motorway at the same location as the existing
Elizabeth Drive interchange. It travels west, sharing the same alignment as
Elizabeth Drive before deviating north to the east of Duff Road. The option passes
through Mount Vernon and along Mamre Road, before crossing Mamre Road near
Kerrs Road.
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Route
option

Description
It travels north-west then westerly, crossing Kemps and South creeks to pass north
of the Elizabeth Drive landfill facility, before crossing Badgerys Creek about 1.5
kilometres north of Elizabeth Drive. The option then travels south with an
interchange located for access to the western Sydney airport.
It then passes to the north of Blackford Hill, crossing Luddenham Road about one
kilometre north of Elizabeth Drive. It connects with The Northern Road about 500
metres north of the existing Elizabeth Drive roundabout before connecting to the
future Outer Sydney Orbital.
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Figure 4-2 Long list corridor options
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5

Shortlisting process

5.1

Introduction

For the long list route options described in Chapter 4, constraints and opportunities
were identified for each route option. These opportunities and constraints were
documented in the Options Identification report (refer to Appendix A). These were
considered through the shortlisting process, which is described in this chapter.

5.2

Value management workshop

A value management workshop, held on 7 October 2015, reviewed the corridor
options and identified shortlisted feasible route options. The participants included a
range of stakeholders including State and Australian Government agencies, local
councils, Roads and Maritime and the project team.
The objectives of the workshop were to:
•
Obtain a common understanding of the work undertaken to date on the
M12 Motorway strategic route option analysis process
•
Review the long list route options, evaluate them against key assessment
criteria (refer to Table 5-1) and recommend shortlisted route options for further
investigations and development.
To review the long list route options, the project team identified draft assessment
criteria and weighting. Workshop participants were asked to review and identify any
further changes to the criteria or weighting. The assessment criteria were then
updated based on the feedback. The final assessment criteria are shown in Table
5-1.
Table 5-1: Revised assessment criteria used for evaluating options
No.

Criteria

1

Project
delivery

2

Land use

Prompts/ measures
•

3

Community
impact

4

Environment
and heritage

•
•

Integrates (considers non-sterilising) with current land use and
proposed land use. Provides for property access Consistency with
BWSEA and WSPGA.

•
•
•
•

Number of cadastral lots/ownership
Number of existing businesses directly impacted
Community severance
Number of sensitive receivers within 600 m (noise and pollution).

•
•

Number of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal heritage sites affected
Total area of native vegetation affected. Area of EEC / CEEC
affected
Drainage lines and creek lines.

•
•
5

Functionality

Timeliness to plan and deliver, design risks, project approvals, land
acquisitions, risks, or issues
Potential for construction staging, constructability, lead time for
relocations or specific items, construction risk.

•
•
•

Grades, speeds, length, interchanges, connectivity to future Outer
Sydney Orbital
Enabling Elizabeth Drive to operate as an arterial road in the future
Impact on M7 and the rest of the network
Active transport and public transport
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No.

Criteria

Prompts/ measures
•

Connectivity to airport for cars and freight on the road network.

As the individual zone corridor options are interchangeable to create the route
options, the zone corridor options were examined against the assessment criteria.
Information on the assessment of each route option was provided to all participants
before the value management workshop and was the basis for the assessment. A
summary of the assessment is provided in Table 5-2.
The assessment was carried out by five separate groups and the scoring was
collated. In most cases, similar scores were derived across the different groups. In
the few cases where a group’s score deviated from the median, these groups were
asked to justify their scores, and either keep or reassess them. The final score for
each route option was the average of scores from the five separate groups.
The individual zone scores were added to a spreadsheet to provide an overall
performance score for each of the 15 route options.
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Table 5-2: Route options comparative assessment
ROUTE No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Project delivery
No. of farm
dams

32

66

58

68

60

52

44

72

64

74

66

58

50

57

49

No. of
234
cadastral lots

139

137

120

118

115

113

278

276

259

257

254

252

280

278

Floodplain
length (m)

1380

1345

1345

1545

1545

1520

1520

1345

1345

1545

1545

1520

1520

930

930

Floodplain
area (m2)

130,048

448,717

448,717

509,578

509,578

501,604

501,604

442,471

442,471 503,332 503,332 495,358 495,358 368,029 368,029

No. of
drainage
lines

19

25

23

24

22

24

22

21

19

20

18

20

18

20

18

Traverses
Y
existing road
reserves

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Working
Y
under or near
live traffic

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Construction
staging at
Elizabeth
Drive / M7
Motorway
interchange

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Parkland
users
interface

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Traverses
extractive

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
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ROUTE No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Raise
Y
existing road
above
floodplain

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Significant
Y
temporary
works with
The Northern
Road

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Bridge
across
Sydney
Water canal

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Bridge over
Elizabeth
Drive

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Passes
Y
through
Kemps
Creek village

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Relative
ease of
construction

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Small (1km)
airport spur

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Impacts on
existing
Elizabeth
Drive

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

industries
Utility
interface
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ROUTE No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

RU1
RU2
RU4
E2
E4
Western
Sydney
Parklands

RU1
RU2
RU4
E2
E4

RU1
RU2
RU4
E2
E4

RU1
RU2
RU4
E2
E4

RU1
RU2
RU4
E2
E4

RU1
RU2
RU4
E2
E4

RU1
RU2
RU4
E2
E4

RU1
RU2
RU4
E2
E4

businesses
Land use
Crosses
what land
use zone

Road
reserve
RU1
RU2
RU4
E2
E4
Western
Sydney
Parklands

RU2
RU4
E2

RU2
RU4
E2
Western Western
Sydney
Sydney
Parklands Parklands

RU2
RU4
E2
Western
Sydney
Parklands

RU2
RU4
E2
Western
Sydney
Parklands

RU2
RU4
E2
Western
Sydney
Parklands

RU2
RU4
E2
Western
Sydney
Parklands

Community
No. of
234
cadastral lots

139

137

120

118

115

113

278

276

259

257

254

252

280

278

Sensitive
receivers
within 600m

1029

1028

994

993

962

961

669

668

634

633

602

601

632

631

597

Environment and heritage
Area of
threatened
vegetation
(ha)

76

83

80

90

87

97

94

114

111

121

118

128

125

99

96

Area (ha) of
potential
critically
endangered
vegetation
(EPBC Act)

64

62

62

69

69

73

73

95

95

102

102

106

106

80

80

No. of
threatened

1

3

1

3

1

2

0

3

1

3

1

2

0

2

0
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ROUTE No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

No. of
threatened
fauna
species

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Area of noncertified
lands (ha)

35

134

134

134

134

134

134

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

Area of
41
Cumberland
Plain priority
conservation
land (ha)

12

12

8

8

4

4

48

48

44

44

40

40

40

40

Area of
mapped
regional
corridor (ha)

29

80

80

92

92

105

105

52

52

64

64

77

77

46

46

No. of
regional
corridors

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

Area in
biobanking
agreement
site (ha)

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Area of
bushland
corridor in
WSP (ha)

24

52

52

52

52

52

52

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

9

9

7

7

8

8

6

6

4

4

5

5

5

5

flora species

No. of
7
Aboriginal
heritage sites
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ROUTE No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Area of
Aboriginal
heritage
sensitivity
(km2)

5.17

6.81

6.21

7.01

6.41

7.63

7.03

6.26

5.66

6.46

5.86

7.08

6.48

7.76

7.16

No. of known 3
or potential
nonAboriginal
heritage sites

4

7

7

7

2

2

10

10

10

10

5

5

6

6

No. of nonAboriginal
heritage
landscapes

7

7

7

8

6

6

7

7

8

8

6

6

6

6

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

5

Functionality
Would
preserve
Elizabeth
Drive
functionality

N

Y

Y
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As a result of the workshop, some route options were shortlisted for further
investigation and some were discarded. These are detailed in Table 5-3.
Table 5-3: Route option recommendations
Route
Option

1

Zone A

Zone B

Zone C

Zone D

Result

D1

Discarded due to poor overall
performance against the assessment
criteria and as it did not meet the
objective of preserving the existing
function of Elizabeth Drive.

A0

B0

C0

A1

B1

C1

D1

Discarded due to poor performance
of option B1 from direct property
impacts and social impacts (passes
close to Elizabeth Drive and through
the Kemps Creek village shops).

A1

B1

C2

D1

Discarded due to poor performance
of option B1 from direct property
impacts and social impacts (passes
close to Elizabeth Drive and through
the Kemps Creek village shops).

4

A1

B2

C1

D1

Recommended

5

A1

B2

C2

D1

Recommended

6

A1

B3

C1

D1

Recommended

7

A1

B3

C2

D1

Recommended

8

A2

B1

C1

D1

Discarded due to poor performance
of option B1 from direct property
impacts and social impacts (passes
close to Elizabeth Drive and through
the Kemps Creek village shops).

9

A2

B1

C2

D1

Discarded due to poor performance
of option B1 from direct property
impacts and social impacts (passes
close to Elizabeth Drive and through
the Kemps Creek village shops).

10

A2

B2

C1

D1

Recommended

11

A2

B2

C2

D1

Recommended

12

A2

B3

C1

D1

Recommended

13

A2

B3

C2

D1

Recommended

14

A2

B4

C1

D1

Recommended

15

A2

B4

C2

D1

Recommended

2

3

In addition, the workshop identified further work to be undertaken in determining the
shortlisted route options. These were:
•
Two options needed to be progressed in Zone A. Corridor option A1 was
identified by participants to be superior to option A2, and option A0 was
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•

5.3

removed. As such, both options (or an alternative option to replace option A2
such as a modified A0) should be retained for further investigation
Corridor option B4 scored well against the assessment criteria, however, it only
links to corridor option A2 and may not be viable unless linked to other corridor
options in Zone A. The project team should investigate another potential
connection.

Post workshop

On 8 October 2015, a core project team workshop was held. The aim of the post
workshop was to identify the final shortlisted route options taking into consideration
the findings of the value management workshop. The workshop was undertaken in
three phases:
•
Design optimisation – to review an alternative corridor option in Zone A and
modify corridor option B4
•
Assessment – to review constraints in the newly identified route options to the
same level of detail as the long list route options
•
Comparison – to test the performance of the newly identified route options
using the assessment criteria developed in the value management workshop.
These phases are discussed in the following sections.

5.3.1

Zone A

The Value Management workshop identified the need to progress two options in
Zone A.
Option A0, which had initially been discarded during the value management
workshop, was reviewed.
The following changes were made to corridor option A0:
•
The corridor width was increased to 300 metres to be comparable to other
options, as recommended in the value management workshop
•
A school located north of Elizabeth Drive was avoided as with the other options
•
The western end of option A0 was extended to connect to the recommended
options in Zone B, as recommended in the value management workshop.
This modified option was called corridor option A3.
The value management workshop recommended that option A1 which passes to the
south of Elizabeth Drive, through Western Sydney Parklands be progressed forward.
Due to the topography and land use north of Elizabeth Drive, it was decided a new
route option would need to be identified near the Elizabeth Drive alignment.
No changes were made to option A1.
Route option A2, which did not perform as well as option A1 in the value
management workshop, was discarded.
Options A1 and A3 were then included as shortlisted options.
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5.3.2

Zone B

The value management workshop recommended that corridor options B2 and B3 be
considered further and that option B4 be further reviewed to investigate alternative
connection options in Zone A.
To connect corridor option B4 to both of the remaining Zone A options, in response to
the feedback from the value management workshop, B4 was realigned along the B3
option. This resulted in the modified B4 sharing the majority of its length with option
B3. As such, option B3 was removed and the modified B4 became option B5.
No changes were made to corridor option B2. Option B4 was discarded due to the
development of option B5 and option B3 discarded. Options B5 and B2 were then
included as shortlisted options.

5.3.3

Zone C

No changes were made to corridor options C1 and C2. Both options were then
included as shortlisted options.
However, Roads and Maritime are undertaking further investigations in this area to
ensure that an integrated road network plan is developed. This plan will need to
consider the future needs of the M12 Motorway, The Northern Road, Elizabeth Drive
and the connection to Luddenham from the proposed The Northern Road. This area
is shown on Figure 6-1.

5.3.4

Zone D

No changes were made to the common option in this zone. This was then included
as the shortlisted option.
However, Roads and Maritime are undertaking further investigations in this area to
ensure that an integrated road network plan is developed. This plan will need to
consider the future needs of the M12 Motorway, The Northern Road, Elizabeth Drive
and the connection to Luddenham from the proposed The Northern Road. This area
is shown on Figure 6-1.

5.3.5

Revised shortlisted route options

As a result of the above design modifications, there were a number of changes to the
shortlisted options identified in the value management workshop. These changes are
detailed in Table 5-4.
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Table 5-4: Finalised shortlisted route options
Route
Option

Zone A

Zone B

Zone C

1

A0

B0

C0

A1

B1

A1

4

Zone D

Result

D1

Discarded due to poor overall
performance

C1

D1

Discarded due to poor
performance of option B1

B1

C2

D1

Discarded due to poor
performance of option B1

A1

B2

C1

D1

Recommended

5

A1

B2

C2

D1

Recommended

6

A1

B3

C1

D1

Discarded due to removal of
B3 and inclusion of B5 – New
option 16

7

A1

B3

C2

D1

Discarded due to removal of
B3 and inclusion of B5 – New
option 16

8

A2

B1

C1

D1

Discarded due to poor
performance of option B1

9

A2

B1

C2

D1

Discarded due to poor
performance of option B1

10

A2

B2

C1

D1

Discarded due to removal of
A2 and inclusion of A3 – New
option 18

11

A2

B2

C2

D1

Discarded due to removal of
A2 and inclusion of A3 – New
option 19

12

A2

B3

C1

D1

Discarded due to removal of
A2 and B3

13

A2

B3

C2

D1

Discarded due to removal of
A2 and B3

14

A2

B4

C1

D1

Discarded due to removal of
A2 and B4

15

A2

B4

C2

D1

Discarded due to removal of
A2 and B4

16

A1

B5

C1

D1

Recommended

17

A1

B5

C2

D1

Recommended

18

A3

B2

C1

D1

Recommended

19

A3

B2

C2

D1

Recommended

20

A3

B5

C1

D1

Recommended

21

A3

B5

C2

D1

Recommended

2
3
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The shortlisted route options were assessed in the same manner as the long list
route options in the value management workshop against the assessment criteria
(refer to Table 5-1).
The resultant assessment identified that these route options were comparable with
the better performing long list route options in the value management workshop. As
such, no further options were discarded.
In summary, there are eight shortlisted route options:
•
Options 4 and 5 – these are unchanged from the long list of options
•
Options 16 and 17 – these are options 6 and 7 incorporating corridor option B5
instead of B2
•
Options 18 and 19 – these are options 10 and 11 incorporating corridor option
A3 instead of A2
•

Option 20 – this comprises corridor options A3, B5, C1, D1 and is a new route
option

•

Option 21 – this comprises corridor options A3, B5, C2, D1 and is a new route
option.
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6

Description of shortlisted route options

There are eight shortlisted route options as identified in Table 6-1. These consist of
two corridor options in zones A to C, and one option in zone D (that is, D1 is common
to all route options).
These zones corridor options are shown in Figure 6-1. The eight shortlisted route
options and their zone corridor option components are identified in Table 6-1. Each
route option consists of a corridor 300 metres wide. Each route option is described in
the following sections. To provide a point of differentiation from the long list route
options, the shortlisted route options are identified by colour. Table 6-1 identifies the
colour and the former route option number.
Table 6-1: Shortlisted route options

6.1

Route option

Zone A

Zone B

Zone C

Zone D

Aqua (4)

A1

B2

C1

D1

Blue (5)

A1

B2

C2

D1

Green (16)

A1

B5

C1

D1

Orange (17)

A1

B5

C2

D1

Pink (18)

A3

B2

C1

D1

Purple (19)

A3

B2

C2

D1

White (20)

A3

B5

C1

D1

Yellow (21)

A3

B5

C2

D1

Aqua option

The aqua option is 15 kilometres long, connecting to the M7 Motorway more than
one kilometre south of the Elizabeth Drive interchange at a new interchange location.
It passes through Western Sydney Parklands (including a section of the Wylde Bike
Trail) in a north-westerly direction before crossing Elizabeth Drive near the existing
Mamre Road intersection. It passes through a number of commercial properties
fronting Elizabeth Drive and Mamre Road, including the Hi Quality Group property
and Kemps Creek Sporting and Bowling Club.
This option then travels around the north of the Kemps Creek village north of
Elizabeth Drive, crossing Kemps Creek and passing through rural agricultural and
residential properties. It also passes through some larger industries include a quarry
site and Andreasens Nursery. It crosses South Creek and skirts to the south of the
landfill site and crosses Badgerys Creek before connecting to the proposed western
Sydney airport site through an interchange. The distance between the corridor and
Elizabeth Drive varies, at its greatest separation it is 700 metres away.
This option then crosses Cosgrove and Oaky creeks near the confluence of the
creeks, before crossing Luddenham Road just north of the intersection with Elizabeth
Drive and south of Blackford Hill. It passes through rural residential, agricultural and
other uses such as the Model Park. It connects with The Northern Road about 500
metres north of the existing Elizabeth Drive roundabout before connecting to the
future Outer Sydney Orbital.
The aqua option is shown in Figure 6-2.
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Figure 6-1 Shortlisted route options
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Figure 6-2 Aqua option
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6.2

Blue option

The blue option is 15 kilometres long, connecting to the M7 Motorway more than one
kilometre south of the Elizabeth Drive interchange at a new interchange location. The
corridor passes through Western Sydney Parklands (including a section of the Wylde
Bike Trail) in a north-westerly direction before crossing Elizabeth Drive near the
existing Mamre Road intersection. It passes through a number of commercial
properties fronting Elizabeth Drive and Mamre Road, including the Hi Quality Group
property and Kemps Creek Bowling Club.
This option then skirts around the north of the Kemps Creek village north of Elizabeth
Drive, crossing Kemps Creek and passing through rural agricultural and residential
properties. It also passes through some larger industries include a quarry site and
Andreasens Nursery. It crosses South Creek and skirts to the south of the landfill site
and crosses Badgerys Creek before connecting to the airport site through an
interchange. The distance between the corridor and Elizabeth Drive varies, at its
greatest separation it is 700 metres away.
This option then crosses Cosgrove Creek and passes through rural and agricultural
properties before crossing Luddenham Road about 1.1 kilometres north of the
intersection with Elizabeth Drive and north of Blackford Hill. It connects with The
Northern Road about 500 metres north of the existing Elizabeth Drive roundabout
before connecting to the future Outer Sydney Orbital.
The blue option is shown in Figure 6-3.

6.3

Green option

The green option is 16 kilometres long, connecting to the M7 Motorway more than
one kilometre south of the Elizabeth Drive interchange at a new interchange location.
It passes through Western Sydney Parklands (including a section of the Wylde Bike
Trail) in a north-westerly direction before crossing Elizabeth Drive near the existing
Mamre Road intersection. It passes through a number of commercial properties
fronting Elizabeth Drive and Mamre Road, including the Hi Quality Group property
and Kemps Creek Bowling Club.
This option then crosses Kemps Creek and travels in a north-westerly direction,
parallel to Clifton Avenue, before heading west and passing through the former
Fleurs Radio Telescope site and crossing South Creek. It passes to the north of the
landfill site, crossing Badgerys Creek before connecting to the airport site via an
interchange. The distance between the corridor and Elizabeth Drive varies, at its
greatest separation it is around 1750 metres away.
This option then crosses Cosgrove and Oaky creeks near the confluence of the
creeks, before crossing Luddenham Road just north of the intersection with Elizabeth
Drive and south of Blackford Hill. It passes through rural residential, agricultural and
other uses such as the Model Park. It connects with The Northern Road about 500
metres north of the existing Elizabeth Drive roundabout before connecting to the
future Outer Sydney Orbital.
The green option is shown in Figure 6-4.
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Figure 6-3 Blue option
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Figure 6-4 Green option
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6.4

Orange option

The orange option is 16 kilometres long, connecting to the M7 Motorway more than
one kilometre south of the Elizabeth Drive interchange at a new interchange location.
The corridor passes through Western Sydney Parklands (including a section of the
Wylde Bike Trail) in a north-westerly direction before crossing Elizabeth Drive near
the existing Mamre Road intersection. It passes through a number of commercial
properties fronting Elizabeth Drive and Mamre Road, including the Hi Quality Group
property and Kemps Creek Bowling Club.
This option then crosses Kemps Creek and travels in a north-westerly direction,
parallel to Clifton Avenue, before heading west and passing through the former
Fleurs Radio Telescope site and crossing South Creek. It passes to the north of the
landfill site, crossing Badgerys Creek before connecting to the airport site via an
interchange. The distance between the corridor and Elizabeth Drive varies, at its
greatest separation, it is around 1750 metres away.
This option then crosses Cosgrove Creek and passes through rural and agricultural
properties. It then crosses Luddenham Road about 1.1 kilometres north of the
intersection with Elizabeth Drive and north of Blackford Hill. It connects with The
Northern Road about 500 metres north of the existing Elizabeth Drive roundabout
before connecting to the future Outer Sydney Orbital.
The orange option is shown in Figure 6-5.

6.5

Pink option

The pink option is about 16 kilometres long, connecting to the M7 Motorway at the
same location as the existing Elizabeth Drive interchange. It travels, in general along
the same alignment of Elizabeth Drive to the Mamre Road intersection. The
alignment is on a more direct route than Elizabeth Drive to meet current design
standards and to avoid the steep topography to the north of Elizabeth Drive. As the
M12 Motorway would be constructed in the existing Elizabeth corridor as much as
possible, Elizabeth Drive would need to be reconstructed around the motorway. It
passes through Western Sydney Parklands (including a section of the Wylde Bike
Trail) and a number of commercial properties fronting Elizabeth Drive or Mamre
Road including the Hi Quality Group property and CSR Brickworks. Around the
existing intersection with Mamre Road, it travels in a north-west direction, crossing
Kemps Creek.
This option then travels around the north of the Kemps Creek village north of
Elizabeth Drive, passing through rural agricultural and residential properties. It also
passes through some larger industries include a quarry site and Andreasens
Nursery. It crosses South Creek and travels to the south of the landfill site and
crosses Badgerys Creek. It then connects to the airport site through an interchange.
The distance between the corridor and Elizabeth Drive varies, at its greatest
separation it is 700 metres away.
This option then crosses Cosgrove and Oaky creeks near the confluence of the
creeks, before crossing Luddenham Road just north of the intersection with Elizabeth
Drive and south of Blackford Hill. It passes over rural residential, agricultural and
other uses such as the Model Park. It connects with The Northern Road about 500
metres north of the existing Elizabeth Drive roundabout before connecting to the
future Outer Sydney Orbital.
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Figure 6-5 Orange option
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The pink option is shown in Figure 6-6.

6.6

Purple option

The purple option is about 16 kilometres long, connecting to the M7 Motorway at the
same location as the existing Elizabeth Drive interchange. It travels, in general, along
the same alignment of Elizabeth Drive to the Mamre Road intersection. The
alignment is on a more direct route than Elizabeth Drive to meet current design
standards and to avoid the steep topography to the north of Elizabeth Drive. As the
M12 Motorway would be constructed in the existing Elizabeth corridor as much as
possible, Elizabeth Drive would need to be reconstructed around the motorway. It
passes through Western Sydney Parklands (including a section of the Wylde Bike
Trail) and a number of commercial properties fronting Elizabeth Drive or Mamre
Road, including the Hi Quality Group property and CSR Brickworks. Around the
existing intersection with Mamre Road, it traverses in a north-west direction, crossing
Kemps Creek.
This option then travels around the north of the Kemps Creek village north of
Elizabeth Drive, passing through rural agricultural and residential properties. It also
passes through some larger industries including a quarry site and Andreasens
Nursery. It crosses South Creek, skirting south of the landfill site and crossing
Badgerys Creek. It then connects to the airport site through an interchange. The
distance between the corridor and Elizabeth Drive varies, at its greatest separation it
is 700 metres away.
This option then crosses Cosgrove Creek and passes through rural and agricultural
properties. It then crosses Luddenham Road about 1.1 kilometres north of the
intersection with Elizabeth Drive and north of Blackford Hill. It connects with The
Northern Road about 500 metres north of the existing Elizabeth Drive roundabout
before connecting to the future Outer Sydney Orbital.
The purple option is shown in Figure 6-7.

6.7

White option

The white option is about 17 kilometres long, connecting to the M7 Motorway at the
same location as the existing Elizabeth Drive interchange. It travels, in general, along
the same alignment of Elizabeth Drive to the Mamre Road intersection. The
alignment is on a more direct route than Elizabeth Drive to meet current design
standards and to avoid the steep topography to the north of Elizabeth Drive. As the
M12 Motorway would be constructed in the existing Elizabeth corridor as much as
possible, Elizabeth Drive would need to be reconstructed around the motorway. The
corridor passes through Western Sydney Parklands (including a section of the Wylde
Bike Trail) and a number of commercial properties fronting Elizabeth Drive or Mamre
Road including the Hi Quality Group property and CSR Brickworks. Around the
existing intersection with Mamre Road, it traverses in a north-west direction, crossing
Kemps Creek.
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Figure 6-6 Pink option
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Figure 6-7 Purple option
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This option then traverses in a north-westerly direction, parallel to Clifton Avenue,
before heading west and passing through the former Fleurs Radio Telescope site
and crossing South Creek. It passes to the north of the landfill site, crossing
Badgerys Creek before connecting to the airport site via an interchange. The
distance between the corridor and Elizabeth Drive varies, at its greatest separation it
is around 1750 metres away.
This option then travels to the south-west, crossing Cosgrove and Oaky creeks near
the confluence of the creeks, before crossing Luddenham Road just north of the
intersection with Elizabeth Drive and south of Blackford Hill. It passes over rural
residential, agricultural and other uses such as the Model Park. It then connects with
The Northern Road about 500 metres north of the existing Elizabeth Drive
roundabout before connecting to the future Outer Sydney Orbital.
The white option is shown in Figure 6-8.

6.8

Yellow option

The yellow option is about 16 kilometres long, connecting to the M7 Motorway at the
same location as the existing Elizabeth Drive interchange. This option travels, in
general, along the same alignment of Elizabeth Drive to the Mamre Road
intersection. This alignment is on a more direct route than Elizabeth Drive to meet
current design standards and to avoid the steep topography to the north of Elizabeth
Drive. As the M12 Motorway would be constructed in the existing Elizabeth corridor
as much as possible, Elizabeth Drive would need to be reconstructed around the
motorway. The corridor passes through Western Sydney Parklands (including a
section of the Wylde Bike Trail). This corridor crosses over a number of commercial
properties fronting onto Elizabeth Drive or Mamre Road including the Hi Quality
Group property and the CSR Brickworks. Around the existing intersection with
Mamre Road, the option traverses in a north-west direction, crossing Kemps Creek.
This option then travels in a north-westerly direction, parallel to Clifton Avenue,
before heading west and passing through the former Fleurs Radio Telescope site
and crossing South Creek. It passes to the north of the landfill site, crossing
Badgerys Creek before connecting to the airport site via an interchange. The
distance between the corridor and Elizabeth Drive varies, at its greatest separation it
is around 1750 metres away.
This option then crosses Cosgrove Creek and passes through rural and agricultural
properties. It then crosses Luddenham Road about 1.1 kilometres north of the
intersection with Elizabeth Drive and north of Blackford Hill. It connects with The
Northern Road about 500 metres north of the existing Elizabeth Drive roundabout
before connecting to the future Outer Sydney Orbital.
The yellow option is shown in Figure 6-9.
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Figure 6-8 White option
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Figure 6-9 Yellow option
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7

Future actions

The shortlisted route options are on display between February and March 2016 to
gain community feedback on the potential route options for the M12 Motorway.
Roads and Maritime will carry out additional investigations to assess and compare
the shortlisted route options. These investigations will include:
•

Biodiversity assessment and field investigations targeting:
−
Threatened flora and fauna species
−
Threatened ecological communities

•

Aboriginal heritage assessment and field investigations targeting:
−
Moderate to high sensitivity Aboriginal heritage items and cultural
landscapes
−

•

Review of known Aboriginal heritage sites

Non-Aboriginal heritage assessment and field investigations targeting:
−
Known and potential non-Aboriginal heritage items
−

Assessment of the Western Sydney Parklands historical planning issues

•

Contamination study and field investigations including:
−
Review of historical aerial photography

•

Social assessment including:
−
Preliminary noise
−
Consideration of amenity impacts
−
Consideration of property impacts

•

Hydrology and flooding studies including:
−
Further flood modelling
−
Consideration of hydrology impacts of the options
−
Identification of bridge and / or culvert structures required

•

Landscape character assessment
−
Consideration of landscape character impacts for each option

•

Land use and planning assessment
−
Review of current land use
−
Review of future regional planning
−
Consideration of the impacts on special land uses such as the western
Sydney airport at Badgerys Creek and the Western Sydney Parklands.
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These additional investigations would include the development of an integrated road
network plan to ensure a preferred option is identified to support the future road
network in this area. The plan would include investigation of the function and design
of the future M12 Motorway, The Northern Road, Elizabeth Drive and the connection
to Luddenham from the proposed The Northern Road. The investigations will be
considered in conjunction with the community feedback and preliminary costing. A
value management workshop will be held to obtain stakeholder input into the relative
benefits of each route option.
Roads and Maritime will select a preferred route taking into consideration community
feedback and the results of the further investigations. The preferred route will then be
refined during the concept design and detailed design stages, and will be subject to a
comprehensive environmental impact assessment under Environmental Planning
and Assessment Act 1979 before it can be built.
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Terms and acronyms used in this document
Term / acronyms

Definitions

AADT

Annual average daily traffic

ABS

Australian Bureau of Statistics

AHIMS

Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System

ARI

Annual recurrence interval

CEEC

Critically endangered ecological community

EEC

Endangered ecological community

ENV

Extant native vegetation

EPA

Environmental Protection Authority

EP&A Act

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW). Provides the
legislative framework for land use planning and development assessment in
NSW

EPBC Act

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
(Commonwealth). Provides for the protection of the environment,
especially matters of national environmental significance, and provides a
national assessment and approvals process.

FM Act

Fisheries Management Act 1994 (NSW)

Heritage Act

Heritage Act 1977 (NSW)

ISEPP

State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007

LIDAR

Light Detection and Ranging. A remote sensing method used to examine
the surface of the Earth.

LALC

Local Aboriginal Land Council

LGA

Local government area

LEP

Local Environmental Plan. A type of planning instrument made under Part 3
of the EP&A Act.

LoS

Level of Service. A qualitative measure describing operational conditions
within a traffic stream and their perception by motorists and/or passengers.

NES

Matters of national environmental significance under the Commonwealth
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.

NPW Act

National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NSW)

OEH

Office of Environment and Heritage

PAD

Potential Archaeological Deposit

Roads and Maritime

Roads and Maritime Services

SEPP

State Environmental Planning Policy. A type of planning instrument made
under Part 3 of the EP&A Act.

SWPLRA

South West Priority Land Release Area

The project

The strategic route options analysis for the M12 Motorway between the M7
Motorway, Cecil Park and The Northern Road, Luddenham

TSC Act

Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (NSW)

VEC

Vulnerable Ecological Community

WSPGA

Western Sydney Priority Growth Area

WSIP

Western Sydney Infrastructure Plan

WSPT

Western Sydney Parklands Trust
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